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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

 

In 1999, the R.M of St. Andrews along with the R.M. of St. Clements and the Triple “S” 

Community Futures Development Corporation began a planning process called the 

Lockport Destination Strategy that focused on initiatives to enhance Lockport’s role in 

the Red River Corridor.  In 2007, the Selkirk and District Planning Area Board released a 

Background Report for the five year Development Plan Review and is now in the final 

stages of adopting a new Development Plan.  The Development Plan emphasizes the 

importance of concentrating development within Settlement Centres such as Lockport.   

The purpose of this background study is to provide general information on the Lockport 

Settlement area to inform the development of a Secondary Plan for the St. Andrews 

Lockport Settlement Centre that will build on the previous planning efforts.  This 

Secondary Plan will be used to guide the development of the area and to create specific 

policies for a more detailed direction of land use.    
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STANDARD LIMITATIONS 

This report was prepared by MMM Group Limited (MMM) for the account of the Rural 

Municipality of St. Andrews and the Selkirk and District Planning Area Board.  The disclosure 

of any information contained in this report is the sole responsibility of the client, Selkirk and 

District Planning Area Board and the Rural Municipality of St. Andrews.  The material in this 

report reflects MMM’s best judgment in light of the information available to it at the time of 

preparation.  Any use which a third party makes of this report, or any reliance on or decisions 

to be made based on it, are the responsibility of such third parties.  MMM accepts no 

responsibility for damages, if any, suffered by a third party as a result of decisions made or 

actions based on this report. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Purpose of the Secondary Plan 

This background study will summarize a variety of topics that will be used as a basis for the 

public consultation sessions and development of the Lockport Settlement Centre Sustainable 

Secondary Plan (the Plan).  The Plan will build on previous planning initiatives to create a 

development strategy that will be implemented as a planning tool adopted by the Council of St. 

Andrews.  Secondary plans are enforceable by-laws adopted by Council that must be consistent 

with the Development Plan.  Once a secondary plan is passed all proposed developments must 

conform to the applicable provisions of the Development Plan, the Zoning By-law and the 

Secondary Plan.  The following sections provide background information pertinent to the 

planning area including previous planning documents, population and demographics, economic 

growth and development, land use, infrastructure, transportation, culture and heritage, 

environmental issues and tourism.   

1.2 Background 

Lockport, Manitoba is located 20 kilometres north of the City of Winnipeg on Provincial Trunk 

Highway (PTH) #44. Lockport is located in both the Rural Municipality (R.M.) of St. Andrews to 

the west, and Rural Municipality of St. Clements to the east which are divided by the Red River.  

The R.M. of St. Andrews extends north from the R.M of West St. Paul to the Village of Dunnottar, 

Winnipeg Beach and the R.M of Gimli along the west shore of the south basin of Lake Winnipeg.  

In addition to Lockport, the R.M. of St. Andrews contains various other smaller settlements such 

as Clandeboye and Petersfield.  The focus of this background study will be on the St. Andrews 

Lockport Settlement Area which has been defined as the area located between the Red River to 

the east, the CPR Railway Tracks to the west, a third of a kilometre north of Donald Road to the 

south and the City of Selkirk boundaries to the north including the McKenzie Road Subdivision 

(See Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: The Planning Area 

 

 

In 1999, the R.M. of St. Andrews along with the R.M. of St. Clements and the Triple “S” 

Community Futures Development Corporation undertook a planning process called the Lockport 

Destination Strategy that focused on initiatives to enhance Lockport’s role in the Red River 

Corridor.  Through a series of facilitated workshops, the Lockport Destination Strategy identified 

the following goals for the Lockport area:  

 To become a seasonal destination;  

 Sustain and interpret the heritage values of St. Andrews Lock and Dam and its 

importance to river navigation; 

 Strengthen ties between Lockport and the region; and 
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 Support and improve Lockport’s heritage values, economic vitality and quality of life. 

To support these goals, the following three suggestions were put forth by the business 

community: 

 Foster a co-operative business environment; 

 Remove current constraints in development capacity by introducing municipal sewage 

treatment services; and 

 Create a detailed master plan to guide the expansion of existing businesses and 

development of vacant lands to complement and improve the overall Lockport 

experience. 

Local businesses who were surveyed as part of the Destination Strategy Study suggested a 

number of development opportunities which should be pursued to achieve the identified goals.  

These include:  

 Hotel accommodations; 

 Year-round heritage interpretive programs and festival events; 

 Complete heritage streetscapes and building façade redevelopment; 

 Provisions for pedestrian connections to both sides of the Red River and within business 

areas of Lockport; 

 Bed and Breakfast facilities; 

 Boutiques; 

 Gift  Shops; and 

 Late night businesses. 

To support the goals and initiatives put forth in the Lockport Destination Strategy a publicly-

accountable, non-profit development organization was recommended to manage assets and 

raise revenues to promote tourism.  However, due to a variety of local and political factors, the 

development organization failed to materialize. 
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2.0 EXISTING PLANNING POLICIES AND GUIDELINES 

2.1 The Selkirk and District Development Plan By-law 190/08 

The Lockport Settlement Centre is within the Selkirk and District Planning Area Board (SDPAB) 

boundaries.  The SDPAB promotes the co-operation between municipalities in the planning and 

delivery of services and development of infrastructure in the region.  Planning districts are 

responsible for the adoption, administration and enforcement of the planning by-laws for the 

entire district.  The SDPAB Development Plan sets out the plans and policies of the planning 

district which respect physical, social, environmental, and economic objectives.  Throughout the 

SDPAB Development Plan, Secondary Plans are identified as an implementation tool for policies 

and objectives in the following areas: 

 Sustainable development;  

 Densification of residential development to support infrastructure improvements and 

public transportation; 

 Resource efficiency; 

 Rehabilitation of environmentally degraded resources such as soil and water; 

 Adaptive and mitigative solutions to climate change; 

 Waste reduction strategies; 

 Promoting liveable, inclusive and affordable communities; 

 Regional development and cooperation; 

 Regional infrastructure solutions; 

 Promotion of public transit and active transportation options; 

 Prohibiting new developments that cause significant interference and unduly impair the 

present and potential capability of these routes to carry traffic safely and efficiently; and 

 Maximizing the use of the existing municipal infrastructure prior to extending the system. 

Figure 2 shows the planning area with the two land use designations of Settlement Centre and 

Rural Residential as outlined in the SDPAB Development Plan.  Areas designated as rural 

residential are reserved for the establishment of rural non-farm residences with or without on-site 

sewer and water services on small acreage lots excluding cottages or resort type development.  

Areas designated as Settlement Centres contain urban, semi-urban, and suburban land uses or 
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developments that either presently exist or may be considered.  The density and scale of 

permitted developments would depend upon, among other things, criteria such as the carrying 

capacity of the existing and proposed infrastructure, the desired level of development, and 

compatibility with the surrounding areas. 

Figure 2:  Lockport Settlement Centre Development Plan Designations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 outlines a brief listing of some of the planning policies that are relevant to the 

development of the secondary plan.  A complete listing of all the policies can be found in 

Appendix 1.  
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Figure 3:  Key Development Plan Policies Affecting the Proposed Secondary Plan 

 

Sustainable and Regional Development Settlement Centre 

Rural residential development shall not be permitted 
within a buffer area adjacent to a designated 
settlement centre or City of Selkirk except where a 
proposal is in accordance with a sector or secondary 
plan and which would not adversely affect or block 
the growth of the settlement centre 
or the City. (RR-Policy #1) 

Growth of settlement centres shall be directed in 
a manner that piped water, sewers, public 
transportation and other municipal services can 
be extended at an economically feasible cost. 
(SC Policy #4) 

Rural residential development shall not be located in 
areas subject to flooding, areas with a continually 
high water table, or areas with other natural hazards 
such as erosion. (RR Policy #5) 

Infilling and revitalization of existing built-up areas 
shall be encouraged as a means to 
accommodate new development in settlement 
centres. Where suitable vacant infill land is not 
available, new development shall be encouraged 
to locate adjacent to built-up areas where public 
services can be efficiently and economically 
expanded. (SC Policy #5) 

Land uses that are incompatible with residential uses 
shall not be allowed in rural residential 
developments. (RR Policy #6) 

Land uses shall be so grouped and located so as 
to be compatible with the existing or proposed 
land uses. (SC Policy #8) 

Home-based business shall be considered 
secondary to a primary residential use and shall not 
have undesirable effects on neighbouring land uses. 
Home-based businesses shall be regulated by the 
municipality’s zoning by-laws. (RR Policy #7) 

As a condition of approving a subdivision in a 
settlement centre where a central sewage 
disposal system does not exist, the building lots 
shall be of adequate size to permit the effective 
functioning of an on-site sewage disposal system 
in accordance with Provincial regulations. (SC 
Policy #12) 

Small scale commercial uses may be appropriate in 
the Rural Residential areas if they service the local 
population. (RR Policy #8) 

The planting of landscaping is be encouraged 
especially along public rights-of-way, public open 
spaces and in areas in public view. (SC Policy 
#14) 

To restrict the premature fragmentation of land, the 
developer will need to justify further subdivision by 
demonstrating to the satisfaction of the Council that 
there is sufficient demand and insufficient supply of 
lots for the proposed subdivision. (RR Policy #9) 

Mixed Use Nodal areas shall seek to provide a 
range of housing options and goods and services 
to the local community, while reducing reliance on 
automobiles and promoting sustainable 
development practices. (SC Policy #17) 

Development will be guided by Secondary plans 
which outline future servicing options including 
phasing, time lines and where on-site services may 
continue to operate. (RR Policy #10) 

Commercial uses which cater to highway traffic 
(for example: motels, gas stations and the like), 
and those which require large sites (for example: 
drive-in businesses, lumber yards and the like), 
shall be grouped and located on sites zoned for 
highway commercial areas which may be 
adjacent to provincial highways. (SC Policy #19) 

Subdivision design shall minimize impact to 
ecologically sensitive lands and consider all modal 
transportation options for future residents. (RR 

Development in highway commercial areas shall 
have a high quality of design. Regulations will be 
established to control and regulate outdoor 
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Sustainable and Regional Development Settlement Centre 

Policy #16) storage and advertising. (SC Policy #21) 

Rural residential developments shall be sited to 
minimize conflict with adjacent uses and adhere to 
the siting criteria. (RR Policy #12) 

 

Industrial uses considered obnoxious, noxious, or 
dangerous by reason of noise, smoke, lighting, 
hours of operation, vibrations, and / or hazardous 
materials shall be directed to areas designated 
Industrial or Business Park. (SC Policy #24) 

Sustainable land use and development shall be 
promoted. (SD Policy #1) 

The expansion of trails in the Planning Area for 
alternative transportation, recreation, and tourism 
purposes will be encouraged. (Transportation 
Policy #20) 

Incentives for increased sustainability shall be 
sought out and applied for; Measurable targets for 
greenhouse gas reduction shall be established. (SD 
Policy #8 and #9) 

The Planning Area Board shall support efforts to 
reduce solid waste by encouraging composting and 
waste reduction strategies. (SD Policy #11) 

New or expanded development, including 
proposed subdivisions, shall be limited so as to 
ensure that there are facilities and the capacity in 
place to adequately manage the waste that will 
be generated. This includes solid, liquid and 
sewage waste. (MSI Policy #10) 

The Selkirk and District Planning Area Board shall 
promote a variety of housing options that encourage 
affordability, universal design and visitability. (LIAC 
Policy #1) 

The Planning Area Board and municipalities shall 
encourage the formation of and support municipal 
heritage committees in order to identify, 
commemorate and protect heritage resources 
and to provide a source of advice on heritage 
issues. (Heritage Policy #3) 

Compact urban and non-farm residential settlement 
patterns that foster public transportation shall be 
encouraged. (SD Policy #3) 

The Planning Area Board shall engage the public in 
efforts to encourage sustainable development. (SD 
Policy #4) 

The Selkirk and District Planning Area Board and 
constituent municipalities will work with neighbouring 
municipalities and other capital region municipalities 
to avoid and minimize land use conflicts with 
adjacent municipalities. (RDC Policy #1) 

In reviewing and evaluating development and 
subdivision proposals, consideration shall be 
given to the provision of an economical and safe 
transportation system for all modal types and 
emergency vehicles that is integrated with the 
existing transportation network and adequate to 
meet present and future needs. The preparation 
of a secondary plan may be required and any 
associated costs will be the responsibility of the 
developer. (Transportation Policy #1) 

The Selkirk and District Planning Area Board will 
encourage efficient and cost effective provision of 
public services by collaboratively exploring the 
potential for regional services and revenue sharing. 
(RDC Policy #3) 
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2.2 St. Andrews Zoning By-law 4066 

Zoning by-laws contain provisions that regulate the use, size, height, density and location of 

buildings and parking provisions on properties within an area.  Zoning by-laws also includes 

maps that clearly identify zoning districts to facilitate land use management and protect the 

community from conflicting land uses.  They also help to regulate a community's vision and 

provide guidelines that direct future development within the area (Figure 4).   

Figure 4:  R.M. of St. Andrews Zoning By-law 4066 for the Planning Area 

 

Figure 4 is color coded to reflect the different land use zones in the planning area.  Figure 5 lists 

the land use zones and brief description and some typically permitted uses. 
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Figure 5:  Land Use Zones and Common Land Uses 

Abbreviation Name Description Common Permitted Uses 

A40 Agricultural 

Limited 

This zone provides for agricultural uses 

and activities; however limits are placed on 

the size of livestock operations due to land 

use or environmental considerations. 

 

General Farm Activities with 

limited livestock, produce 

sales, Bed and Breakfasts, 

Garden Centres, Home 

Occupations 

AR Agricultural 

Restricted 

 

This zone provides for the accommodation 

of hobby and part-time farming operations 

and low density rural and non-farm 

residential uses. 

 

Produce Sales, General 

Farm Activities with less than 

10 Animal Units, Garden 

Centre, Home Occupations, 

and Religious Facilities 

RA Suburban 

Residential 

The “RA” Suburban Residential Zone 

provides for the establishment of single 

family dwellings and related compatible 

uses. Conditional approval may also be 

given for multiple family housing 

developments such as duplexes, triplexes, 

fourplexes, town or row housing and 

lowrise apartments. 

Bed and Breakfasts, 

Educational Facilities, Home 

Occupation, Public Utilities, 

Single and 2-Family 

Dwellings 

CH Highway 

Commercial 

 

This zone provides for appropriate land to 

accommodate those businesses requiring 

large site areas and to provide retail and 

personal services adjacent to major 

transportation routes or arterial streets to 

serve the needs of the travelling public. 

Uses generally serve a broad regional 

clientele. 

Amusement Enterprises, 

Automobile Sales and 

Repair, Cocktail Lounges, 

Health Services, Hotels and 

Motels, Personal Services 

Establishments, Single and 

Multi Family Dwellings, 

Restaurants, and Retail 

Businesses 

RT Recreation 

Tourism 

This zone provides for a broad range of 

commercial recreational uses.  Residential 

developments associated with recreational 

uses may also be permitted. 

Amusement Enterprises, 

Cocktail Loungers, Health 

Services, Hotels and Motels, 

Public and Commercial 

Recreational Facilities, 

Single and Multi-family 
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Abbreviation Name Description Common Permitted Uses 

 Residential and Retail 

businesses 

M2 Heavy 

Industrial Zone 

Provides for a wide range of industrial uses 

where a certain level of nuisance may 

occur, such as noise, odour, dust, 

vibration, aesthetics and heavy truck 

traffic. Typical uses would include 

foundries, asphalt plants, concrete plants, 

wrecking facilities, processing and 

manufacturing facilities, etc. 

 

Automobile Sales and 

Services, Concrete Batching 

Plants, Food Processing and 

Manufacturing, Professional 

Offices, Restaurants, 

Storage Facilities, Veterinary 

Clinic and Waste disposal 

facilities 

PR Parks and 

Recreation 

Zone 

 

Recreational Zones are primarily designed 

to accommodate public recreation uses 

such as picnic area, public parks, 

playgrounds, sports fields, arenas, and 

curling rinks 

 

Campgrounds, Educational 

Facilities, Museums, Sports 

fields, Public and 

Commercial Recreational 

Facilities. 

 

2.3 Lower Fort Garry Management Plan 

National Historic Sites of Canada have Management Plans implemented by Parks Canada (See 

Appendix A).  The Management Plans include policies for protection and preservation of 

historical sites. Maintaining the integrity of National Historic Sites and commemorating these 

places is crucial. The sites must serve as educational and be enjoyable for the future 

generations.  The Lower Fort Gary Management Plan (LFGMP) was prepared in October 2007. 

Management Plans have provisions for the commemorative integrity of a historical site, resource 

protection, and visitor use.  Key issues identified in the LFGMP include: renewing the relevance 

of the program and increasing attendance, telling broader stories of the fort, the fur trade and 

western Canada, and partnering and collaborating with others. 

These issues are important to the Lockport Settlement Centre area as Lower Fort Garry has an 

average annual attendance of 35-40,000 people.  Based on the key issues identified in the 

LFGMP, it outlines the following strategic goals and action items: 
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 Integrate a business and marketing framework into the development of visitor 

experiences; 

 Deliver programs and services that are relevant to Manitoba and that increase 

attendance; 

 Monitor emerging trends in tourism and leisure and develop new products, experiences 

and facilities consistent with target audience needs and expectations; 

 Work with internal and external partners for program development and promotions; 

 Seek partners and sponsors involvement in program development and delivery; 

 Foster relationships with the business community-particularly to encourage use of 

meeting and convention capabilities; and 

 Participation in a regional water and waste-water study being undertaken by the Regional 

Municipality, and will consider the relative merits of partnering in this system versus 

recapitalizing onsite infrastructure. 
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3.0 POPULATION & DEMOGRAPHICS 

As of 2006 the R.M. of St. Andrews had a population of approximately 11,359 people.  This 

population has increased an average of 1.35% per year since 1986 (Table 1). 

Table 1:  St. Andrews Population Growth 1986-2006 

Year 1986 1991 1996 2001 2006 

Population of St. Andrews  8755 9461 10145 10695 11359 

Percentage Change n/a 8.1% 7.2% 5.4% 6.2% 

The Lockport Study Area contains about 1,653 people which constitutes approximately 15% of 

the population of the R.M. of St. Andrews.  This number is based on an average of 2.9 persons 

per dwelling unit with approximately 570 dwellings in the study area.  There is a total of 699 

properties within the study area.  The majority of the community is made up of families with 

children.  The average age of the population is 41 years old, with 19.23% of the population being 

between the ages of 40-49. (See Appendix B) 

Table 2:  St. Andrews 2006 Census Data 

Average housing payment $845/month 

Average gross rent $537/month 

Percentage of dwelling units owned 96% 

Percentage of dwelling units rented 4% 

Number of apartments less than 5 stories. 0 

Number of detached duplexes 0 

Average value for a single detached home in 2006  $222,022 

Average household income    $77,928 

Average household size of people per dwelling unit 2.9 

Percentage of Immigrant Population 7.1% 

Percentage of Visible Minorities 1% 

Total Employed Population (15 years and older) 71.6% 

Percentage of Population who work in the Municipality 8.29% 

Percentage of Population who work from home 10.4% 

Percentage of Population who work outside of the 
Municipality 

78.8% 
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In addition to the majority of the dwelling units being privately owned, St. Andrews has a very low 

population mobility rate with 74.7% of the population of 5 years of age and older remaining in the 

same residence for the past five years.  The housing stock varies in age with 66.8% of the 

houses being constructed before 1986. 

Building permit data shows that there is a moderately strong demand for single family dwellings 

in the R.M. of Andrews with an average of 62 single family building permits applied for each year.  

However building permit activity for the study area is substantially less.  

Table 3: Single Family Dwelling Permits in the Lockport Settlement Centre Planning Area 

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 

Study Area 5 6 4 1 1 1 

 

However, the community is growing and expanding with other new developments.  There is a 

need for diverse housing opportunities for the aging population in the coming years.  The 

Mapleton Lane 55 Plus Life Lease Project on River Road is well under construction providing 49 

life lease units with occupancy anticipated in 2010.  As the population increases, a need for 

commercial services will be necessary in order to fulfill the needs of the area residents.   
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4.0 ECONOMIC GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Lockport is located at a mid-point between Winnipeg and Selkirk.  Winnipeg and Selkirk 

represent Lockport’s largest and most accessible markets.  The majority of the businesses in 

Lockport service the tourism industry or the basic needs of local residents.  There are 

approximately 42 businesses licensed by the R.M. of St. Andrews within the study area.  The 

majority of those businesses fit into the following categories. 

Bed & Breakfasts Hunting and Fishing Guide 

Automotive Related Business Insurance 

Recreational Vehicle Sales, Rentals Accountants 

Service Stations Chiropractor/ Massage Therapy 

Building /General Contractors Counselling 

Cabinet Makers Lawyers 

Equipment Rentals Driving School 

Trucking, Excavators, Drillers Daycare 

Mobile Home Construction / Sales Sign makers 

Tool Supplier Catering 

Meat Shop Locksmith 

Restaurants Kennels 

Gift Shops Barber Shops / Hair Salons 

Hunting, Fishing, Bait Stores Professional Photography 
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Lockport Study Area Business Profile

3%

12%

22%

13%
5%

32%

13%

Accommodations

Automotive

Construction / Hardware

Food And Beverages

General Merchandise

Other Services

Professional Services

Figure 6 outlines the types and percentages of business sectors represented in the planning 

area.   

Figure 6: Types and Percentages of Business Sectors in the Planning Area 

 

4.1 Lockport Destination Strategy 

A survey of business owners was conducted as part of the Lockport Destination Strategy (See 

Appendix C).  The following are the key findings of the survey: 

 May to September have the best average monthly gross sales during the year for local 

retailers; 

 Businesses would like to expand if sewer and water servicing was available and if there 

was a larger client/customer base; 

 Current business owners suggested that a more diverse selection of shops and service 

open for longer periods during the day, week and year would help to improve business 

in the area; 

 Overall business suggestions for the area included:  

o more late-night business; coffee/donut shops,  
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o hotel and campground; 

o dentist;  

o boutiques; 

o bed and breakfasts; 

o landscaping development; clean-up, improved roads, sidewalks, pathways; 

o limiting the number of restaurants; 

o expanding the Kenosewun Centre for year round use; and 

o encouraging year round fishing. 

The Lockport Destination Strategy also identified the following three initiatives and related 

strategies. 

Initiative #1- Stimulating Year round Use: Public services, amenities, and multi-event 

programming would help to expand Lockport’s appeal and ability to serve as an all-seasons 

destination.   

Strategies: 

 Event Space: 

o Provide an all-season outdoor event space with public washrooms and warm-up 

facilities.  Suggestions include toboggan slides, hayrides, a fire pit and even a 

winter road on ice. 

o Develop partnerships with local organizations and businesses to expand the 

programmed use of event space to host activities designed to stimulate visits and 

create awareness about Lockport. 

 River Access: 

o Provide boat launching and docking services to increase river accessibility and 

services. 

o Provide fishing wharfs to improve the safety, protect and control river bank 

access. 

 Signature Profile: 

o Incorporate the all-season theme in each of the Lockport initiatives. 
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 Fishing Events: 

o Encourage the promotion of international fishing events and increase launching 

and docking services. 

 Municipal Services: 

o Encourage co-operation among Lockport businesses, landowners and between 

the R.M of St. Clements and St. Andrews, in the consideration of a potential joint 

municipal partnership to share the use and cost of providing municipal sewage 

treatment services to both sides of the river in Lockport. 

Initiative #2- Lockport as a World Class River Heritage Site:  The St. Andrews Lock and Dam 

Camere is one of two such structures operating in the world today.  The Kenosewum Heritage 

Park and Museum represents the earliest known area of pre-contact First Nations farming on the 

Canadian Prairies.  The Red River is also one of only four rivers in Manitoba designated as a 

heritage river.  Celebrating Lockport’s heritage by incorporation these values into a community 

context would strengthen Lockport’s appeal to visitors. 

Strategies: 

 Heritage Theme: 

o Create urban design guidelines with a heritage theme to be incorporated into 

public and private spaces. 

o Designate the Area as a Heritage District. 

o Encourage existing private businesses to embrace heritage design initiatives on 

their properties. 

o Incorporate lighting, street furnishings, signage, landscaping, themed store fronts 

and banners to enhance Lockport’s river heritage identity.  

 Heritage Programming: 

o Explore opportunities to remove barriers to the river, islands and shore where 

appropriate safety and environmental considerations can be met, to enable 

access, viewing and interpretation of the Lock and Dam. 

Initiative #3- Building Connections to the Red River Corridor: Making connections between 

Lockport’s land and river-based access routes will be a first step in building linkages with the 

region. Improving regional connections will enable visitors to access Lockport by car, bicycle, 

transit, boat or snowmobile.  Connecting Lockport to existing attractions such as Lower Fort 
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Garry will increase the market base.  Pathways and trails connecting the bridge further enhances 

the local population’s ability to create a pedestrian connection between both sides of the river. 

Strategies: 

 Vehicular Entrances: 

o Establish a gateway to the Lockport Heritage area along PTH#44 at the 

Henderson Highway and PTH#9 intersections; 

o Anticipate the safety and access needs of pedestrians and cyclists; 

o Create walkways that connect public destinations with commercial and service 

facilities; 

o Develop a park and ride location on the west side of PTH#9 at PTH#44; and 

o Encourage co-operation from government agencies and the R.M of St. Andrews to 

redesign the west and east bound access from Highway #44 to River Road on the 

west side of the Red River.  The adjustments proposed would discontinue pass-

through and commercial traffic movements within the residential neighbourhoods 

on Stevens Avenue, eliminated unnecessary vehicle cross movement on Highway 

#44 and make the Lock and Dam riverfront and River Road Heritage Parkway 

more visible and accessible. 

 River Corridor: 

o Establish, with the input from River tour operators, a cruise ship port-of-call within 

the lock’s south approach canal, thereby connecting Lockport by water with other 

Red River corridor attractions; and 

o Adjacent to the canal and overlooking the lock, provide riverside commercial 

opportunities to expand commercial uses and promote all-season attractions and 

activities. 

 Highway #44 Beautification: 

o With co-operation from local merchants, Manitoba infrastructure and 

transportation and the R.M of St. Andrews, establish boulevard landscaping and 

roadway lighting.  These initiatives may include the introduction of a divided four-

lane roadway with landscaped centre medians and boulevard plantings.   
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 Bridge-Pedestrian Crossing: 

o Create a pedestrian walkway along the bridge with better separation from the 

vehicle traffic; and 

o Assess the feasibility of widening the pedestrian walkway across the Lockport 

Bridge by utilizing, where possible, the existing north side bridge superstructure 

and modifying the River Road overpass to permit the installation of a connecting 

cantilever walkway. 
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5.0 LOCKPORT SETTLEMENT CENTRE LAND USE 

The Lockport Settlement Centre study area occupies approximately 9.5% or 6.7 sq.km. of the 

R.M. of St. Andrews’ 705.7 sq.km. area.  As previously discussed in section 2.2 there are 7 

zoning districts within the study area.  The majority of the land within the study area is zoned 

rural residential and suburban residential with pockets of agricultural and parks and recreational 

lands scattered throughout (See Figure 4).   

Along PTH#44 the lands are zoned highway commercial and recreation tourism with a significant 

contingent of suburban residential lands on the south side which front onto Stephens Avenue.  

This area is the commercial centre of the Lockport Settlement Centre.  It is a low density 

commercial area with businesses dotted along the highway.  There are no sidewalks or 

pathways along PTH#44.  To the east of this commercial corridor, on the opposite side of the 

Red River is Lockport within the R.M. of St. Clement.  The two are linked by a bridge overtop of 

the Lockport lock and dam.  Lockport and St. Clements contains a commercial area with 

businesses such as restaurants, retail stores, an appliance store and multifamily residential.  On 

the grounds of Lockport Park is the Kenosewun Centre which is a museum containing local and 

aboriginal history from the area.  

As of 2001, fifty-six percent of the land area in the R.M. of St. Andrews was agricultural land 

used for annual crop production.  However, the rural residential developments make up 84% of 

the land value in the study area as opposed to only 6% from agricultural uses.  Grasslands and 

forage represent 15 and 3% of the land area respectively.  Tree cover occupies 9%.  Wetlands 

cover 3% of the area, primarily adjacent to Lake Winnipeg, and provide waterfowl habitat and 

potential recreation activities.  The flat topography and fine textures result in the majority of soils 

being classified as imperfectly to poorly drained, although drainage for agricultural purposes has 

been improved by a network of man-made ditches.  Various non-agricultural uses such as 

infrastructure for urban areas, transportation and recreation occupy about 5% of the municipality.   
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6.0 EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE AND SERVICING CAPACITIES 

6.1 Utility Location/Descriptions 

6.1.1 Watermains 

The properties in the study area are serviced by on-site individual private (domestic) water wells.  

Lower Fort Garry has an onsite water treatment facility and distribution system which supplies 

water to the various buildings on the grounds of the fort.  The water for the site is still supplied by 

a private well onsite with chlorine added for disinfection.   

In 2006, a well water survey was conducted by the Selkirk and District Planning Area Board to 

determine the quality of groundwater in the Lockport, St. Andrews area.  If was found that 

although good quality ground water existed in the area failed septic systems have been a 

contributor to groundwater contamination.  The improper construction or lack of maintenance of 

private sewage systems can directly contaminate near-surface aquifers, or even deeper aquifers.  

The frequent failure of these systems causes wastewater to pond and runoff into natural and 

constructed drains and waterways resulting in pollution, drainage, and groundwater 

contamination problems.  When the available potable water supplies become unusable, 

freshwater must be provided by other more expensive means such as private hauling or cisterns. 

(See Appendix D)   

One option to supply potable water to residents of the study area is to extend a feeder main from 

the City of Selkirk.  Studies and reports have been completed that indicate that the City of Selkirk 

does not have the system capacity to supply potable water to the study area.  The factors that 

limit the City of Selkirk’s ability to supply water to the study area are: 

 Treated water storage capacity is not large enough for the required volume of water that 

would be necessary to supply the City and the study area; and  

 The raw water supply from the existing water wells is near maximum capacity at high 

consumption rates.      

If these two items were addressed by increasing the storage volume of the City of Selkirk’s water 

distribution system and adding additional water wells, the City of Selkirk would be able to supply 

potable water to the study area.   

6.1.2 Sanitary Sewer 

The majority of the residential dwellings in the study area are serviced by individual septic tanks 

and septic fields on each property with the exception of Lower Fort Garry (LFG), and the 

Mapleton Land 55 Plus life lease condominium at the north end of the study area.  LFG has an 
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onsite wastewater collection system and treatment facility which services the various buildings 

on the grounds of the fort.  The life lease condominium is in the process of obtaining connection 

to the City of Selkirk’s sanitary sewer system.  At this time, none of the St. Andrews houses that 

could be serviced by the City of Selkirk have been granted a connection.   

The R.M. of St. Andrews has retained an Engineering firm to complete a preliminary design for a 

gravity wastewater system.  The proposed sewer extends into the southern portion of the study 

area to Stevens Avenue.  Two roads or approximately 150 lots within the study area will be 

serviced by this proposed wastewater sewer; Stevens Avenue and Mirey Creek Drive. (See 

Appendix E) 

6.1.3 Drainage 

Generally the topography of the study area is flat and for the most part was historically cultivated 

and has now been subdivided into one and two acre residential lots.  The land slopes to the 

north and east towards the river.   The study area does not have underground storm sewer 

system.  The land drainage in the area is mainly comprised of over land flow, residential or 

property swales, and ditches along the municipal roadways.  The ditch drainage system has 

piped crossings (culverts) at driveways and municipal road intersections.  Water run-off, either 

from the spring snow melt or seasonal rain events, is directed to and collected by the Red River 

via overland flow or localised piped outlet.    

6.1.4 Power/Gas/Communications 

The area is serviced by a combination of overhead and underground hydro electrical, telephone 

and cable.  The installation type is dependant on the age of the development or the method 

preferred by the individual utility at the time of installation.  A natural gas main is installed along 

PTH#9 and services the area that borders the highway.   

6.1.5 Solid Waste Management 

The RM of St. Andrews has recycling depots at the following locations: 

 Harry’s Foods (5571 Highway 9) 
 South Fire Station (Donald Road & Highway 9) 
 Dawson’s Enterprises (Highway 9 & 27) 
 Earl Grey Landfill (Earl Grey Road) 
 Clandeboye Landfill (Bell Road) 

 Dunnottar Land Fill (PR 225) 

There are also two landfill sites: 

 Earlgrey LandFill Location:  Donald Road west to Highway #8 and continue across #8 

one more mile to Earl Grey Road then turn 1/2 mile south on Earl Grey Road. 
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 Clandboye Landfill Location:  1/4 mile off Highway #9 on Bell Road [Road 83N] in 

Clandeboye. 

6.2 Municipal Infrastructure Issues 

Sewage disposal is a problem for almost the entire Selkirk and Planning Area District. Sewage 

disposal fields built 30 or more years ago are failing and potentially detrimental to human health 

and hazardous to our environment. In 1999, Wardrop Engineering studied the river lot portion of 

the Selkirk and District Planning Area and found 200 confirmed septic field failures in St. 

Andrews and St. Clements. 
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7.0 TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION 

Lockport is located approximately 20 kilometres north of Winnipeg on PTH#44 accessed by 

PTH#9N.  The majority of the roads are local two-way asphalt paved streets with on-street 

parking available.   

The lock and dam was originally constructed in 1910 and a road deck was installed in 1913 

linking west and east Lockport, from St. Andrews to St. Clements’s. 

Beaver Bus Lines provides public transportation between the City of Selkirk and downtown 

Winnipeg, through St. Andrews and Lockport. (See Appendix F) 

St. Andrews Airport is located in the Rural Municipality of St. Andrews. The airport was opened in 

1962 to relieve the Winnipeg International Airport of increased flight training and air traffic. The 

airport area covers approximately 473 hectares of land and is surrounded by flat farmland and 

rural housing. The airport is not within the boundaries of the Lockport area. 

Figure 7 illustrates journey to work mode split data from the most recently available Census 

Canada data.  The majority of residents use a private vehicle (96%), either as a driver or 

passenger, the balance either use transit, walk or cycle to work.  This combined with the high 

percentage of residents who work outside the study area (approximately 79%), emphasizes the 

importance of the road system to area residents. 
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Figure 7:  Journey to Work Mode Split 

 

(Source:  Census Canada Travel to Work, 2006).  

The Province has studied PTH#9 in the past for eventual upgrade to a four lane divided facility.  

Some components are in place (e.g., near Lower Fort Garry and the southern connection of 

PTH#27 / River Road).  The Province has also examined a new location for portions of PTH#44. 

The primary highways going through the area include:  

 PTH#9/9A (classed as Secondary Arterials by the Province);  

 PTH#67 (classed as a Primary Arterial by the Province); 

 PTH#44 (classed as Primary Arterial by the Province); and  

 PR#238 (River Road), which is classed as a Collector A route by the Province.  

Connections to, and structures within the Controlled Area, are subject to a permit from the 

Highway Traffic Board for PTH#9, #9A, #44, and #67,  Permits are required for the following: 

 Construction of a new private approach/access; 

 Relocations, modification or change in use for any existing approach/access; 

 Replacement of any structure on, under, or above the ground within the Controlled Area 

(this includes advertising signs, wells, septic fields, etc.); and 

St. Andrews Mode of Transportation to Work 

88%

8% 

1% 

2% 

1%

Car, truck, van, as driver

Car, truck, van, as passenger

Public transit 

Walked or bicycled

All other modes 
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 Changes to the use of land or buildings, or to relocate, rebuild, or expand any structure 

within the Controlled Area. 

Permits are also required from MIT to directly or indirectly discharge water or other liquids into 

the highway ditch or to place any plantings within 15.2 m (50 feet) of the edge of the highway 

right-of-way.  MIT also recommends that a minimum setback of 3.0 m for deciduous trees and 

5.0 m for coniferous trees be maintained. 
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8.0 CULTURE, HERITAGE AND TOURISM 

Lockport is situated on one of the oldest known pre-European contact settlement sites in 

Canada.  Early Aboriginal inhabitants not only fished in the river but their complex way of life also 

included hunting bison and other game and, after about 1400, the cultivation of corn: the 

northernmost identified site of pre-European horticulture in North America.  Lockport derives its 

name from the St. Andrews lock and dam situated across the Red River where the St. Andrews 

Rapids once flowed.   

The construction of the bridge and locks at Lockport began in 1900 and was completed in 1910. 

The purpose of the locks was to submerge the St. Andrews rapids in order to make the Red 

River navigable both to and from Lake Winnipeg. The construction of the lock and dam is not 

only unique in North America, but also benefits trade, travel and commerce in Canada. The lock 

and dam controls the water flow of the Red River, raising the water level at the rapids, permitting 

boat traffic to pass through. 

There are many recreational activities and opportunities within Lockport. Lockport is known to 

have some of the best fishing in the world.  Lockport is part of a region that contains many 

excellent examples of 19th century architecture. Centennial farms are also scattered throughout 

the region and are considered historical land uses, as some have been owned and operated by 

the same family for one hundred years or more. 

8.1 National Historic Sites 

National Historic Sites are designated by the Government of Canada.  Manitoba is home to many 

of these Historic Sites such as, Forts Rouge, Garry and Gibraltar, York Factory, Lower Fort Garry 

and the Forks to name a few. Surrounding Lockport are many other National Historic Sites. 

Below is a list of National historic sites either within or in close proximity to the boundaries of the 

Lockport Study Area.  

8.1.1 Red River 

The Red River of Manitoba is a historic trade route that facilitated the settlement of Winnipeg and 

the surrounding area. In August 2007, the Red River was officially nominated to the Canadian 

Heritage Rivers System (CHRS), celebrating the River’s outstanding cultural heritage values. 

Protection of the access to the river, as well as the riparian zone, should be considered from not 

only a historical perspective, but also from a natural resource perspective. 

The Red River is the only major river on the Canadian prairies which flows in a northerly 

direction.  From its headwaters at Lake Traverse in South Dakota, it flows for more than 500 
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kilometres across the remnant lakebed of the former Glacial Lake Agassiz and some of the 

flattest and most productive agricultural areas in the world.   

The Red River is well known for the pivotal role it played in shaping and defining the history, 

culture and economic development of Western Canada. For thousands of years, Aboriginal 

people traveled the Red River and its tributaries, followed by the voyageurs, explorers, fur 

traders, immigrants and tourists.   

The Manitoba Government and Rivers West-Red River Corridor Association Inc. worked in 

partnership to achieve Heritage River status.  

8.1.2 Lockport Bridge 

The lock and dam bridge at Lockport is a Historic Site of Canada. It was the first of its type to be 

constructed in North America. The construction of a lock and dam was necessary because Lake 

Winnipeg had the ability to raise or lower the Red River by as much as 8 feet, creating a tidal 

type river, which can be difficult to control. A movable dam style would enable control over the 

river. When considering all of these factors, it was decided that a Caméré dam design, invented 

by French engineer M. Caméré, be implemented. The unique Caméré style dam uses moveable 

curtains consisting of narrow horizontal strips of wood hinged together, which are raised or 

lowered to control water flows. The prototype for this style of dam could only be found in one 

other place around the world, on the Seine River, a tidal river, in France. The final structure 

would reach a proposed height of twenty-one feet, creating an elevation of nine feet of water on 

the southern side of the dam to allow passage over the rapids. The lock and dam is the only 

Camere curtain bridge-dam ever built in North America, and the largest movable dam. The lock 

and dam bridge at Lockport is not only a National Historic Site of Canada, but also a National 

Engineering Site as declared by the Canadian Society of Civil Engineering. 

8.1.3 St. Andrew’s Rectory and St. Andrew’s Church 

St. Andrew’s rectory, constructed in the 1850s, is an excellent example of mid-19th century Red 

River architecture. It was originally built as a school to teach trades to Métis bison hunters. 

Exhibits of the roles the Church Missionary Society and the Church of England played on the 

Red River area and Western Canada are shown on the main floor. Nearby is St. Andrew’s-on-

the-Red Anglican Church, the first stone church in Western Canada and neighbouring graveyard, 

which was declared a National Historic Site of Canada in 1970. The church is the oldest stone 

church in Western Canada, the oldest known example of the gothic Revival Style in Western 

Canada, and is notable for its history as a centre of missionary activity in Rupert’s Land. 

8.1.4 Lower Fort Garry 

Lower Fort Garry or “the stone Fort” was built by the Hudson Bay Company in 1830 after the 

original Fort Garry, at the junction of the Red and Assiniboine River in downtown Winnipeg, was 
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destroyed by fire in 1826.  The fort was originally constructed north to be above flood waters and 

act as a fur trade hub for western Canada.  Throughout the 1830s to the 1870s the fort’s role 

changed from a fur trade post to a regional service centre.  Lower Fort Garry was used by the 

federal government for public purposes in the 1870s, notably as the first training base of the 

North-West Mounted Police.  In 1871, the first of the eleven numbered treaties to be signed 

between First Nations peoples and the Crown took place at the fort with the Ojibwa and Swampy 

Cree Peoples.  This signing led to the fort’s commemoration by the Historic Sites and 

Monuments Board of Canada.  The fort continued as a company residence until 1911 and was 

later leased by the Manitoba Motor Country Club until 1963.  In 1951, the site was acquired by 

Parks Canada due to its historical importance and restoration was carried out until the 1980s.  

Today, Lower Fort Garry represents the finest collection of early stone buildings in Western 

Canada. 

8.2 Provincial Heritage Sites and Parks 

Provincial heritage sites are designated under the Manitoba Heritage Resource Act.  

Archaeological, paleontological or natural heritage object may be considered as sites of 

significant heritage.  Manitoba’s provincial parks are governed by the Provincial Parks Act.  

Provincial Parks fall into five main categories: heritage parks, park reserves, natural parks, 

recreational parks, and wilderness parks.  This section provides a list of provincial heritage sites 

and parks either within or in close proximity to the boundaries of the Lockport Study Area.  

8.2.1 River Road Provincial Park 

River Road Provincial Park runs north-south along the Red River through the  

R.M. of St. Andrews.  It connects a variety of heritage sites including Scott House, Twin Oaks, 

St. Andrew's Rectory, Kennedy House and Lower Fort Garry. 

8.2.2 Lockport Provincial Park 

Lockport Provincial Heritage Park is located on PTH#44, on the lower east bank of the Red River 

at Lockport, in St. Clements. The park contains one of Manitoba’s most important archaeological 

sites, Kenosewun, which means ‘many fishes’ in Cree. The Kenosewun Interpretive Centre is an 

important archaeological site revealing the impact of the St. Andrews Rapids on the development 

and evolution of Aboriginal cultures along the Red River. This is a historical area where Native 

People fished as long as 3,000 years ago. 

8.2.3 Kennedy House Museum 

The Kennedy House Museum, just south of Lockport on River Road, tells the history of a 19th 

century Scottish and Aboriginal family. Captain William Kennedy was an explorer and 

entrepreneur, and built this gothic stone style home in 1866, which now houses the Maple Grove 
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Tea Room. The Captain William Kennedy House is one of only seven remaining early stone 

houses in the area and one of only 3 in excellent condition. 

8.2.4 Firth House 

The Firth House is located at 546 River Road in St. Andrews. Construction of the house began in 

1861 by Thomas Firth of the Hudson Bay Company. This house, of Georgian style architecture, 

is one of few remaining stone houses from the Red River Settlement era.  In Manitoba, such 

houses represented the pinnacle of Red River domestic architecture.  Thomas Firth  

(ca.1796–1875) had been a Hudson Bay Company labourer. He retired to the Parish of St. 

Andrews where a community of former Hudson Bay Company employees formed a wealthy 

enclave within the Red River Settlement. In 1911 the house was purchased by businessman 

E.H.G.G. Hay.  Hay (1840–1918) was a member of Louis Riel’s provisional government. He also 

served in the first Legislative Assembly in Manitoba. 

8.2.5 Little Britain United Church 

Little Britain United Church is the oldest United Church building in Manitoba. It is of the Medieval 

Gothic Tradition style of architecture. Located at 5879 PTH#9 in St. Andrews, the church was 

built between the years 1872 and 1874, and the tower was added in 1920 as a memorial to the 

dead of World War One.  Little Britain United Church is one of only five stone churches from the 

Red River Settlement era that remain in Manitoba. 

8.2.6 PTH 44 

PTH 44 is part of the first national highway system in Canada that provided a key link in the 

movement of people and goods, even before the current Trans-Canada Highway in Manitoba.  It 

has been Provincially designated as Historic Highway No. 1.  The hisotric route runs throughout 

the communities of Lockport, Beausejour, Rennie, Whitemouth and in areas of the Whiteshell 

Provincial Park. 

8.3 Recreation and Tourism 

Lockport is known for its fishing and hot dogs. Attainable fish include Freshwater Drum, Goldeye, 

Sauger, Walleye, Carp and Catfish. Many Winnipeggers commute on a Sunday afternoon to 

Lockport for the parks and restaurants.  Skinner’s Restaurant established in 1929 continues to 

maintain the historic diner atmosphere serving up french fries, milk shakes and their world 

renowned hotdogs. Lockport is also known to be the place to go to see the North America White 

Pelican.  

The population of the St. Andrews area, including Lockport, increases in the summer months due 

to cottagers and day trippers.  There are also tourism opportunities in Lockport in the winter 
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months including activities such as snowmobiling and ice fishing that bring people to the area. 

The Lockport Children’s Festival also takes place every January with fun-filled events for kids. 

The 1997 Manitoba Field Unit Marketing Study provides insight into the target markets for the St. 

Andrews rectory and church as well as other tourist destinations of the St. Andrews area. The 

following three target markets have been identified for the sites: 

 River Road Day Travelers: This is the primary target market for the sites. It consists of 

family and friend groups who are driving scenic River Road in search of relaxing 

countryside and riverside scenery. The trip duration is typically a half day to six hours. For 

this target market, “the journey is the destination,” meaning that enjoyment is derived 

more from the scenic drive than any particular destination. 

 Stopovers to visit attractions along the River Road are a secondary motivation of River 

Road day travelers. The two most prominent stopovers are the Lockport area (river 

scenery and restaurants) and Captain Kennedy Museum and Teahouse (river scenery, 

restaurant, gardens). Both Lockport and Captain Kennedy Museum and Tea House are 

also destinations in themselves for many River Road travelers. Other stopover sites 

which add to the overall appeal and quality of experience of the River Road trip include 

Twin Oaks National Historic Site, Simpson’s Slough and others. River Road travelers 

prefer attractions of general historic, scenic, or natural interest, amenities such as 

washrooms, rest areas and gift shops, informal interaction with interpretive staff, and 

stopover times of about one to two hours duration. These people would see St. Andrews 

as an interesting stopover of one or two hours where they can see a place of historic 

significance, particularly the oldest stone church in western Canada. 

 For this target market, the two sites can position and market themselves as an interesting 

and worthwhile stopover or destination to see and learn about history in a one to three 

hour activity. 

 School Groups: This target market consists of groups of twenty to forty students from  

K-12 and their teachers, who are prepared to learn about Canadian history at a place of 

historic value. They are often looking for a diverse outing, with educational and 

recreational visits to other sites in the area. Visits may range from two hours to a half day 

if lunches are brought. 

 The school group target market requires clearly defined and structured visits in the form 

of direct contact with interpretive staff and guided tours. Grounds to walk around, and 

washrooms are important to their satisfaction. 

 For school groups, the sites can position themselves as a significant educational 

resource that is aligned with the school curriculum, where students can learn about 

history on a site in a half-day activity. 

 Organized Heritage Tours: This emerging target market consists of groups of 15 or more 

persons organized by heritage appreciation groups. These visitors are predominantly 
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middle-aged and retired persons who are motivated to learn about history and broaden 

their knowledge in a social outing at good value. They often travel by bus. They have high 

expectations of their visit, and are looking for clearly defined and structured visits such as 

guided tours, high quality information and contact with informed staff. Services such as 

gift shops, accessibility and washrooms are important to their experience. 

 Organized tour groups would see the St. Andrew’s Rectory and Lower Fort  Garry sites 

as an opportunity to experience a nationally significant historic site, in association with 

others in the larger area. They would appreciate the visit as offering excellent value for 

time and money. For these people, the two sites can position themselves as two national 

historic sites commemorating architecture and the Anglican missionary society, both 

offering guided, bilingual tours by knowledgeable staff. 

 Off-site, outreach audiences form a modest portion of the overall audience in addition to 

the three target markets. These are persons who may be interested in the sites, but are 

unlikely to visit. They are also students and teachers who may use the information to 

complement the curriculum. Outreach audiences are not a target market per se for St. 

Andrews, but efforts will be made to communicate with them, mainly through the Parks 

Canada web site. 
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9.0 ENVIRONMENTAL OVERVIEW 

Riverbank stabilization and flooding are two of the most important environmental issues that 

affect the residents and businesses in the Lockport Settlement area.  The riverbank at Lockport 

along the Red River is very steep and only covered with tall grass and few trees.  Riverbank 

stabilization is necessary to protect infrastructure and properties from erosion.  Rock riprap along 

the shoreline has been added in a few areas along the river in the study area however spring ice 

flows and flooding often displace these mitigation measures.  Various solutions including the 

flattening of the riverbank slope and rock caissons, have been explored as possible, but costly, 

solutions to the problem.  Alternatively the R.M. has replaced low strength clay soils with high 

strength soils.  Groundwater and piezometric surfaces have also been controlled and monitored 

to improve stabilization efforts.  Piezometric surfaces are water level surfaces that can be 

defined from the mapping of water level elevations in wells tapping into a confined aquifer.  They 

are used to predict riverbank stability.   

Heavy snowfalls, long cold winters, large late blizzards and early springs are some of the factors 

that can contribute to flooding in the study area.  In 1996 and 1997 the area was hit with back to 

back years of flooding with ice jams being blamed for the majority of the damage caused.  

Figure 8 identifies the areas hit by flooding in 1997 and 2006 (Figure 8 and 9). 
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Figure 8:  1997 Flood Levels 
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Figure 9:  2009 Flood Levels 
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9.1 Riparian Zones 

It is important to consider the maintenance of riparian zones when developing riverside lands. 

Riparian zones are the strips of land adjacent to creeks, rivers, ponds, and lakes that are 

naturally filled with dense vegetation. These zones act as vital natural buffers that protect 

waterways in numerous significant ways: 

 They filter fertilizers, sediments, and pollutants; 

 By protecting the shoreline vegetation during urban development, the habitat for fish and 

other aquatic life is in turn protected; and 

 The riparian zones provide habitat and shelter for small animals and reptiles. 

The destruction of these zones is most damaging to the Red River district. Much care and 

consideration will go into the planning of the Lockport area for these reasons. 
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10.0 SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 

This section of the report summarizes the key points of the background study and analyzes the 

implications for the development of the secondary plan.   

 



BACKGROUND STUDY SECTIONS SUMMARY IMPLICATIONS

1.1 
EXISTING PLANNING POLICIES 
AND GUIDELINES

 ► The Development Plan requires planning policies to incorporate 
environmentally sustainable ideology by mandating policies such as 
sustainable development, waste reduction strategies and residential 
densification.  

 ► The Zoning By-law provides for a variety of land uses in the study area 
but does not have a zoning category for mixed-use developments that 
could support commercial and residential uses on the same site.

 ► The Fort Garry Management Plan outlines policies to support the 
participation in a regional water and waste-water study along with 
fostering relationships with the local business community.

 ► Develop policies that are complementary to the Development Plan.   
 ► Evaluate opportunities for the addition of a mixed use zone in the 

zoning bylaw.
 ► Liaise with the Federal Government on implementation strategies for 

policies outlined in the Fort Garry Management Plan.

1.2 
POPULATION AND 
DEMOGRAPHICS

 ► The majority of residents in the area currently live in owned, single 
family dwellings with a median population age of 40-49 years old. 

 ► Only 8.3% of residents work in the municipality. 

 ► Create a secondary plan that helps provide services, housing options 
and infrastructure required for residents to age in place and for the 
community to continue to grow.

1.3 ECONOMIC GROWTH

 ► The majority of service based businesses in Lockport are seasonal.  
 ► Businesses would like to expand but sewer and water infrastructure is 

unavailable.
 ► An all-seasons outdoor event space with public washrooms is desired.

 ► Investigate options to encourage year round activities.
 ► Plan for the expansion of sewer and water infrastructure for future 

growth.
 ► Identify a location for an event space.

1.4 LAND USE

 ► The majority of land uses in the study area are residential uses except 
for the highway commercial section along PTH #44.    

 ► The boundaries of Lockport are shared by two Rural Municipalities, the 
R.M. of St. Clements and the R.M of St. Andrews.

 ► Evaluate opportunities to encourage the establishment of new 
businesses that will generate local employment.

 ► Coordinate planning efforts with the R.M. of St. Clements and 
Manitoba Infrastructure and Transportation so that a efforts to improve 
different aspects of the area are complimentary and avoid duplication. 

1.5 
EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE 
AND SERVICE CAPACITIES

 ► The majority of properties in the area are services by individual septic 
tanks, septic fields and wells. 

 ► Develop an infrastructure servicing plan to service existing and new 
development with piped sewer and water.

1.6 
TRANSPORTATION AND 
CIRCULATION

 ► Vehicular traffic is serviced by PTH 44 and PTH 9A with very few 
active transportation opportunities.

 ► Beaver Bus lines provides access to public transportation between the 
City of Selkirk and downtown Winnipeg.

 ► Encourage the development of active transportation routes to improve 
the economic vitality and quality of life for residents and business 
owners in the area. 

 ► Improve cross river linkages.
 ► Provide adequate information to residents about the public 

transportation options available.

1.7 
CULTURE, HERITAGE AND 
TOURISM

 ► Lockport has an array of cultural and heritage sites.  It is known for its 
fishing and hotdogs.

 ► Investigate ways to promote year round tourism and encourage people 
to “stay and play.”

1.8 ENVIRONMENTAL OVERVIEW

 ► Riverbank stabilization and flooding are the two main environmental 
issues affecting the area.

 ► Incorporate a clear no-build area for floor prone areas.
 ► Ensure compliance with current flood plains and riverbank 

development restrictions and regulations.

TABLE 10.1: Summary & Implications
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St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB
Total population Total population 11,359 1,148,401 Private Households 4,025 448,770

(as of May 16, 2006) 11,359 1,148,401 Male 51% 49% One family 83% 66%
Share of Manitoba 0.99% Female 49% 51% Multi-family 1% 2%

Median Age 41.4 38.1 Non-familiy 16% 32%
2001 Census of Population Population by Age Group, percent distribution Households by Size, percent distribution

(as of May 15, 2001) 10,695 1,119,583

Percent change '01-2006 6.2% 2.6%

Land area 2006 752.7 552,370
km2

Occupied private dwellings
(unrounded) 4,023 448,766

Total Dwellings
(unrounded) 4,389 491,724

St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB
Population 15+ years 9,185 923,230 Persons in private

Single, never married 2,430 307,500 Sons and/or daughters households 11,245 1,119,530
Legally married 5,680 463,100 living at home Aged 65 and older 1,250 150,050
Separated 190 26,215 Total number 3,830 364,250 % of total population 11% 13%
Divorced 500 62,865 Average per Non-family persons 22% 38%
Widowed 380 63,550 census family 1.1 1.2 Family persons 79% 62%

Percent Distribution, Living Arrangements of
Census Families by Structure Children by Age, percent distribution Non-family persons aged 65 and older

No. of census families 3,425 312,805

Husband-wife families 3,140 259,595
Now-married couples 2,825 225,875

Without child at home 41% 44%
With children at home 59% 56%

Common-law couples 315 33,715
Without child at home 67% 57%
With children at home 33% 43%

Single-parent families 285 53,210
Male parent 30% 19%
Female parent 70% 81%

St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB
Non-farm, non-reserve private dwellings, Occupied private Occupied private
occupied by usual residents dwellings 4,020 448,780 dwellings 4,020 448,780
Total number 3,935 426,070 Ave. # of rooms 7.4 6.3 Owned 96% 69%
Tenant Occupied 165 126,420 Ave. # of bedrooms 3.1 2.7 Rented 4% 28%

Average gross rent $537 $591 Band Housing 0% 3%
>= 30% of hhld income 15% 35% Persons in priv hhlds 11,245 1,119,530
30~99% of hhld income 12% 31% Ave. # persons/hhld 2.8 2.5

Owner Occupied 3,770 299,645 % Dist., Dwellings by Structural Type % Dist., Period of Construction
Average value $222,022 $153,307
Average payments $845 $768

>= 30% of hhld income 11% 11%
30~99% of hhld income 10% 10%

One family hhlds without additional persons
in non-farm, non-reserve private dwellings
Tenant households 90 50,055

Average gross rent $558 $632
>= 30% of hhld income 22% 25%

Owner occupied 3,050 216,475
Average gross rent $876 $820
>= 30% of hhld income 8% 9%

Affordability (vs. Household income) Dwellings Tenure & Age of Housing

Summary Population by Gender & Age Households

Marital Status & Families Children Seniors
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St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB
Total population 11,355 1,133,510 Aboriginal Ethnic Origin Total population 11,355 1,133,510

Aboriginal Identity 1,240 175,395 Total Response 1,405 186,665 Visible Minority (#) 165 109,095
Share of total population 11% 15% NA Indian 42% 65% Visible Minority (%) 1% 10%

Metis 63% 39% % Dist. Of Visible Minorities (local order)
North American Indian (si..) 315 100,645 Inuit 0% 1%
Metis (single response) 910 71,805 For previous censuses, ethnic origins were
Inuit (single response) 0 565 distinguished as 'single, 'multiple' or 'total'.
Multiple Aboriginal Resp. 15 685 For the 2006 Census the term 'ethnic origin' is
Other Aboriginal Resp. 0 1,695 similar to 'total ethnic origins' which allows

% Aboriginal Identity persons to designate multiple ancestory.
*1996 to 2006 Census had question on Aborignal Identity. 

Origin data is more comparable with previous censuses.

Registered Indian Status
 Total Population 11,355 1,133,515

Registered Indian 335 101,810
Not a Reg. Indian 11,020 1,031,700

Distribution: Registered Indian to
Total Population 3% 9%
Abo. Identity Pop. 27% 58%
Abo. Ethnic Origin Pop 24% 55%

St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB
Immigrant population 800 151,230 Tot. Immigrant pop. 100% 100% Tot. Immigrant pop. 100% 100%

Share of total popln. 7% 13% Before 1961 34% 16% Under 5 years 13% 11%
Non-immigrant population 10,545 974,735 1961 to 1980 38% 29% 5 to 14 years 29% 20%

Percent born in MB 89% 85% 1981 to 1995 15% 25% 15 to 24 years 30% 24%
Non-permanent residents 10 7,550 1996 to 2000 9% 9% 25 to 44 years 26% 38%

% Dist. Of Immigrants by Birthplace (local order) 2001 to 2006 4% 21% 45 years and over 3% 7%
% Dist. Immigrated before 2001 % Dist. Immigrated after 2001

St. Andrews, RM St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB
Order: local responses Single Mother Tongue 11,280 1,118,690 Single Home Language 11,325 1,116,600

% Top lang (english) 88% 75% % Top lang (english) 98% 89%
% Dist., Non-English Mother Tongue Multiple HL (incl eng.) 30 16,910

(local order) % Dist., Non-English Home Language
(local order)

Ethnic Origin(s) Mother Tongue Home Language

Aboriginal Identity Aboriginal Ethnic Origin Visible Minorities

Immigrants Immigrants Immigrants
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Note: Languages (NOT persons), % Distribution St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB
Individuals may specify more than one language Population, 1 yr & older 11,240 1,119,360 Pop. 15+ in lab. force 6,805 611,280

Not including English or French; local order  Non-movers 93% 87% Employed 6,570 577,710
 Moved in last year 7% 13% Unemployed 240 33,575

From other prov/terr 5% 4% Not in Labour Force 2,375 297,170
From outside Canada 0% 1% Participation Rate, % 74.1 67.3
5 Year Mobility of Popln, 5 years & up, % Dist. Unemployment Rate, % 3.5 5.5

Unemployment Rate (%) by Age and Sex

% Distribution by Occupation (NOC) St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB
Total Labour Force 6,805 611,280 Employed LF, 15+ 6,570 577,705

Experienced LF 6,765 602,150 Work in CSD of res. 545 365,100
% Distribution by Occupation (NOC) Work at home 680 52,565

No fixed workplace 685 51,135
Mode of Transportation, % dist. Based on

 population with usual or no fixed workplace

Percent distribution by Indistry % Distribution for Population 25 to 64, with % Distribution for Population 25 to 64
NAICS 2002 post-secondary qualifications

Top 8 Industries by Labour Force Education: Field of Study Highest Level of Education

Non-Official Languages Spoken Mobility - Migration (1 yr & 5 yr) Labour Force Activity

Broad Occupational Categories Top 8 Detailed Occupations Workplace & Transportation
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St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB
With employment income 7,235 650,410 Population 15+ 9,180 908,450 Population 15+ 9,180 908,450

Worked full yr, full time 58% 54% Males 51% 49% Males 51% 49%
Males 37% 31% Females 49% 51% Females 49% 51%
Females 21% 22% Median Total Income $30,571 $24,194 Median afte-tax  inc. $26,345 $21,805

Worked pt yr, pt time 36% 40% Males 15+, income $38,164 $29,919 Males 15+, a-tax inc. $32,010 $26,050
Median 2005 Employment Income ($000) Females 15+, income $22,733 $20,169 Females 15+, a-tax inc $20,367 $18,775

Males 15+, no income 170 19,840 Males 15+, no a-tax inc. 170 19,880
Males 15+, income 4,545 421,490 Males 15+, a-tax inc. 4,545 421,450

Under $10,000 13% 18% Under $10,000 13% 18%
$10,000 - $29,999 24% 32% $10,000 - $29,999 32% 40%
$30,000 - $39,999 16% 15% $30,000 - $39,999 20% 18%
$40,000 - $59,999 23% 19% $40,000 - $49,999 13% 11%
$60,000 and over 25% 16% $50,000 and over 22% 14%
Average total income $44,869 $37,317 Average a-tax income $35,414 $30,107

Females 15+, no inc. 190 23,210 Fem. 15+, no a-tax inc 190 23,255
Females 15+, inc. 4,275 443,910 Fem. 15+, a-tax inc. 4,275 443,865

Under $10,000 25% 23% Under $10,000 25% 23%
$10,000 - $29,999 37% 45% $10,000 - $29,999 44% 52%
$30,000 - $39,999 13% 13% $30,000 - $39,999 13% 13%
$40,000 - $59,999 15% 12% $40,000 - $49,999 8% 6%
$60,000 and over 10% 7% $50,000 and over 9% 6%
Average total income $28,573 $25,627 Average a-tax income $23,688 $22,057

St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB
Economic Family Median Income Composition of Income All economic families 3,405 298,305
All economic families $79,500 $60,754 Males, 15+ not in e-fam. Before-tax low inc. 3% 12%

Couple economic fam $81,644 $66,686 Employment inc. 78.4% 73.2% After-tax low inc. 3% 9%
Male lone-parent e-fam $71,673 $44,642 Govt. transfers 9.9% 13.4% Couple economic fam. 3,120 247,850
Fem. lone-parent e-fam $42,647 $32,883 Other 11.7% 13.4% Before-tax low inc. 2% 8%

2005 Family income groups, all economic families Females, 15+ not in e-fam. After-tax low inc. 2% 5%
% Distribution Employment inc. 49.4% 49.4% Male lone parent e-fam 80 7,680

Govt. transfers 24.8% 27.5% Before-tax low inc. 13% 20%
Other 25.8% 23.1% After-tax low inc. 0% 15%

Median Total Income $31,178 $23,384 Fem. lone parent e-fam 165 35,925
Males 15+ $33,975 $26,096 Before-tax low inc. 21% 40%
Females 15+ $26,461 $21,423 After-tax low inc. 12% 31%

Average Total Income $36,356 $29,370 Persons 15+ not in e-fam 690 154,745
Males 15+ $38,298 $31,811 Before-tax low inc. 19% 38%
Females 15+ $33,215 $27,234 After-tax low inc. 14% 29%

Median After Tax  Inc. $27,313 $21,075 Persons <6 years old 715 72,220
Males 15+ $27,725 $23,033 Before-tax low inc. 8% 26%
Females 15+ $23,903 $19,830 After-tax low inc. 6% 20%

Average After Tax  Inc $29,567 $24,747 Persons 65+ 1,255 147,875
Males 15+ $30,623 $26,236 Before-tax low inc. 4% 16%
Females 15+ $27,859 $23,444 After-tax low inc. 0% 7%

St. Andrews, RM MB St. Andrews, RM MB Population - effective since the 1991 Census
All private households 4,025 448,780 Median after tax income in 2005 non-permanent residents included in total.

One-person hholds 600 128,295 All households $59,461 $41,844 2001 Census population  - based on 2006
One-person hholds 15% 29% One person hhlds $27,492 $22,193 boundaries.

2005 Before tax household income ($,000) Average value of owner occupied non-farm, Economic family - refers to 2 or more ind.
non-reserve dwelling $222,022 $153,307 living in the same dwelling, rel. to each other
Non-farm, non-reserve, one family households by blood, marriage, common-law or adoption.

without additional persons Experienced labour force - includes ind.
who worked since 1/1/2005 and who were
employed or unemployed during the ref. week.
Non-movers - on Census day were living at
the same address as 1 or 5 years previously.
Non-migrant movers - lived at a different
address but in the same census sub-division.
Average - or arithmetic mean is calculated by
dividing the sum of the included categories by
the number of the included categories.
Median - an alternate measure of "average"
Median income of a specific group is that
amount which divides their income size distri-
bution into halves (below & above the median)
Prevalence of low income - the percentage
of a specified group below Statistics Canada's
low income cut-offs (LICO)

Household Income in 2005 Household Affordability Notes

Employment Income in 2005 Total Income in 2005 After-tax Income in 2005

Family Income in 2005 Persons Not in Economic Families Prevalence of Low Income in 2005
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This study was conducted by the Selkirk and District Planning Area Board at the 
request of the R.M. of St. Andrews.  The study targeted 8 rural residential streets 
in the municipality with older housing on smaller lots.  This report includes a 
spreadsheet and maps containing the results of the well water testing in the 
study area.  A similar study was conducted for East Selkirk in 2004 and the same 
format has been utilized for this project.    
 
A summer research student went door-to door collecting samples that were then 
tested by EnviroTest Laboratories for total coliform and E.coli.  This well water 
testing survey yielded 373 samples that were collected out of a possible total of 
470.   
 
 
2.0 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTEXT 

 
2.1 Environmental Issues and Concerns 

Groundwater is readily available throughout the Selkirk and District Planning 
Area.  Its quality ranges from good to excellent.  Even so, it is important to note 
that groundwater pollution hazard areas are not uncommon in the district.  To 
protect against contamination, wells should be constructed in a manner that 
would prevent contaminants from infiltrating into potable water zones.   

2.2 Aquifer Location and Flow 

Even though aquifers exist in sand and gravel deposits as well as the bedrock 
layers of carbonate (limestone and dolostone) rock and sandstone, it is the 
aquifer within the carbonate rock that is primarily used for water supply in the 
Selkirk District.  The direction of groundwater flow is generally from northwest to 
southeast.  While they are likely water bearing, the sandstone layers in the shale 
and sandstone formation underlie the carbonate formation are at a depth of more 
than 275 m (900 ft.).   

2.3 Water Quality  

Groundwater is of good to excellent quality in the majority of the Selkirk District. 
The water is acceptable for domestic use without any treatment, but some users 
prefer to treat the water to reduce hardness and iron concentrations.  In addition, 
a majority of the residents when asked stated that they do not drink the water.  
Rather they use it for all other purposes and buy bottled water for drinking 
purposes.   

2.4 Pollution of Water Supply   

There are two basic kinds of groundwater pollution: aquifer pollution and well 
pollution.  Aquifer pollution occurs when pollutants affect water quality in a 
significant part of an aquifer, if not the whole aquifer.  Conversely, well pollution 
is when only the water in the well and the immediate vicinity is affected. 
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2.4.1 Pollution of Water Supply   

Aquifer pollution can be caused by pollutants that enter the aquifer from the 
ground surface through the overlying soil or through artificial openings in a low 
permeability protective layer above an aquifer, such as quarries, pits, abandoned 
wells and test holes.  Aquifer pollution may also be caused by improperly 
constructed production wells.  In this case, the quantity of pollutants that enter 
the wells needs to be larger than the quantity of polluted water that is pumped 
out. 
 
Aquifer pollution can be prevented by prohibiting the storage and disposal of 
toxic substances in groundwater pollution hazard areas, sealing off existing 
openings prohibiting new openings that allow pollutants to enter aquifers, and 
prohibiting types and forms of development in groundwater pollution hazard 
zones that would allow aquifer pollution. 

2.4.2 Well Pollution   

Well pollution is most often caused by poor well construction that allows 
pollutants such as debris, small animals, sewage effluent, barnyard runoff, etc. to 
enter the well.  If the quantities of pollutants entering the well are small and the 
well is frequently used, pollution is not likely to spread throughout an aquifer 
because its use draws unpolluted water towards the well, confining the pollution 
to the well and a narrow zone around it.  Well pollution is much more common 
than aquifer pollution, and can be prevented by proper well design and 
preventing pollutants such as septic tank effluent and barnyard runoff from 
entering a well. 
 
In areas where a shallow water bearing zone exists at the top of the carbonate 
rock and a second water bearing zone exists deeper down, improperly designed 
wells can cause widespread pollution of an aquifer by allowing the flow of 
polluted water from a polluted water bearing zone into an unpolluted water 
bearing zone.  Because the upper zone is subject to pollution, most wells are 
drilled to the deeper water bearing zone, but are usually only cased to the top of 
the bedrock. Consequently, the pollution prone upper zone is not sealed off, 
allowing water from the polluted zone to flow into the well and down to the 
deeper water bearing zone. If a number of such wells exist in a small area, such 
as a town or settlement, they can cause widespread pollution of the water 
bearing zone used for water supply.  This kind of aquifer pollution can be 
prevented by proper well design, which prevents the polluted water in the upper 
zone from entering the well.  
 
 
3.0 DESCRITION OF STUDY AREA 

The streets that were sampled: Craig Ave., Stevens Ave., St. Andrews rd., Fial 
Cres., Capt. Kennedy Rd., a portion of River Rd. (by the slope repair – household 
#’s 546-669), McLennan Rd. and Donald Rd are some of the older streets in the 
municipality.  Dwellings on these streets were built circa the 1960’s and for the 
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most part are on smaller lot sizes.  There is reason for concern on these streets 
due to the number of septic field failures in the past, their age along with well 
proximity to septic fields.   
 
More generally, soil conditions throughout the district are such that there are 
numerous areas where groundwater could become contaminated if due care is 
not taken.  According to the Soil and Terrain Information Bulletins, soil 
landscapes that are poorly drained and/or are comprised of 50% or more of 
wetlands due to seasonal or annual flooding, surface ponding, permanent water 
bodies (such as sloughs), and/or have high water tables are classified as 
wetness.  The sampled streets in the municipality are susceptible to overland 
flooding.  Soils with this classification require care to be taken in order to protect 
subsurface aquifers from pollutants.   
 
 
4.0 COLLECTION PROCEDURES 

The collection team consisted of one student hired by the Selkirk and District 
Planning Area Board who worked in collaboration with the Board Manager and 
the Chief Administrative Officer of the R.M. of St. Andrews. The student, who 
went door-to-door, was to follow the supplied procedures for taking well water 
samples as outlined by the testing laboratory, EnviroTest Laboratories. The 
student was equipped with a butane lighter to disinfect the taps, a pair of pliers 
that were used if necessary to remove a hose from the taps, water sample 
bottles and a nametag to identify himself.   
 
The student started sampling on June 13th and finished on June 26th.  The 
student entered the residents’ properties introduced himself, and asked to take a 
sample from the outside tap.  If a hose was attached to the tap it was removed.  
After the hose was removed, the lighter was used to sterilize the end of the tap.  
The tap was turned on for 5 minutes.  While the water was running, the address 
of the resident was marked on the sample bottle.  After the water ran for 5 
minutes, the water flow was slowed down and the water sample bottle was filled 
to the 100ml line.  The bottle was immediately placed inside a cooler that 
contained an ice pack.   
 
If an outside tap was not accessible and the sample had to be taken from inside 
the home or a hose could not be removed it was noted during the sampling 
process.  If an outside tap was not present or did not work and the resident was 
not home to take a sample from the inside, these households were excluded 
from the testing.  If a household was inaccessible because of a gate around the 
property, if the household was currently under construction, if there was a guard 
dog, or if the property was abandoned, it was also excluded from testing.  
Households that were not sampled were also excluded from the map of results.   
 
The samples were taken to the EnvioTest Laboratories, located at 139 Niakwa 
Rd. in Winnipeg, for WP1 testing, which tests for total coliform and E.coli in the 
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water within 48 hours of the date that the samples were collected.  Costs of the 
testing were covered by Manitoba Water Stewardship under a program for flood 
prone areas of the province.     
 
 
5.0 RESULTS 
 

5.1 Test #1 Results  

Of the 470 homes that were to be sampled, 373 were successfully accessed. 
Results from the well water tests done by EnviroTest Laboratories were sent to 
the Selkirk and District Planning Area Board.  These results were then entered 
into an Excel spread sheet according to roll number in ascending order.   
 
Of the 373 samples collected, 53 (14.2%) did not pass according to the Canadian 
Drinking Water Quality Guidelines (CDWQG).  Under the CDWQG any trace of 
total coliform or E.coli detected in the water causes the sample to fail. Of the 373 
samples that failed, 51 indicated traces of coliform, while 2 indicated traces of 
both coliform and E.coli. 
 
There were only 2 positive E.coli samples and they were on 4 Stevens Ave. and 
483 Donald Rd, where both of these samples also tested positive for coliform.  
The sample taken on 4 Stevens Ave. showed results of >200 MPN/100ml, while 
the sample on 483 Donald Rd. showed results of 2 MPN/100ml. 
 
Donald Rd. had the highest number of positive coliform samples with 13, 
followed closely by Stevens Ave. at 12.  It is interesting to note that Donald Rd. 
and Stevens Rd. had some of the highest number of samples with 84 and 63 
respectively.  Proportionally, Fial Cres. had the highest percentage of positive 
coliform samples with 45.5%.  There are only 11 households on the crescent and 
5 tested positive at different levels for coliform.  Donald Rd. and Stevens Ave 
were next with 15.5% and 19.0% respectively.  Of the 147 combined samples on 
Donald Rd. and Stevens Ave., 25.0% tested positive for coliform.  Craig Ave. 
only had 2 positive coilform samples out of 30 samples.  River Rd. had 1 positive 
sample out 18 samples.  Both Craig Ave. and River Rd. had the lowest 
percentage of positive coliform results with 6.7% and 5.6% respectively.  Captain 
Kennedy Rd. had 8 positive coliform samples out of 61 samples.  St. Andrews 
Rd. had 6 positive samples out of 43 samples.  The percentage of positive 
coliform samples for both Captain Kennedy Rd. and St. Andrews Rd. was 13.1% 
and 14.0% respectively.  Mclennan Rd. had 6 positive samples out of 63 with 
9.5% testing positive for coliform.   
 
Stevens Ave., Captain Kennedy Rd. St. Andrews Rd. and Donald Rd. all have 
the highest number of positive samples with coliform traces exceeding 5 
MPN/100ml.  Stevens Ave. had the most with 5, followed by Donald Rd. with 4 
along with Captain Kennedy Rd. and St. Andrews Rd. both with 3.   
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It should be noted that 71% of the failed samples were located east of Main St.  It 
is difficult to determine a pattern or spatial relationship with the failed samples.  
On the other hand, it is possible to decipher where certain clusters of failed 
samples exist.  On Craig Ave. and River Rd. there were very few positive 
coliform samples.  The ones that did test positive for coliform were located great 
distances from one another.  Certainly on Fial Cres. there is a large cluster of 
positive results.  There is also a minor cluster from 19-33 and 113-126 Mclennan 
Rd.  There is another cluster from 110-131 St. Andrews Rd.  It is hard to find a 
cluster on Captain Kennedy Rd. as the positive sample results are located 
sporadically along the street, however there appears to be a small cluster from 
households 66-71.  Donald Rd. has a cluster from households 1-27.  Stevens 
Ave. also has clusters from households 4-27 and 53-76.  It is interesting to note 
that the largest clusters of positive coliform samples were located within close 
proximity to the Red River.   
 

5.2 Test #2 Results  

The samples that failed were retested to ensure the validity of the sample.  52 of 
the original 53 samples that failed were successfully re-sampled.  One sample 
was unable to be retested.  Of the 52 positive coliform and/or E.coli samples that 
were successfully re-sampled, 13 (26%) tested positive the second time.  This is 
a significant decrease in the number of positive samples.  Of the 13 samples that 
failed twice, the results indicated that 12 had traces of coliform, while 1 had 
traces of both coliform and/or E.coli.     
 
There was only 1 positive E.coli sample from the 52 households that were re-
sampled.  Unlike the first test, this sample was located on 31 Mclennan Rd.  The 
previous test produced 2 positive E.coli samples that were located on 4 Stevens 
Ave. and 483 Donald Rd.  However, the second test showed no traces of E.coli 
for the 2 households that previously tested positive.  The sample taken on 31 
Mclennan Rd. showed E.coli levels of 16 MPN/100ml.     
 
The second test showed that Stevens Ave. had the highest number of positive 
coliform re-samples with 4, followed closely by Donald Rd. at 3.  It is interesting 
to note that Donald Rd. and Stevens Rd. had some of the highest number of re-
samples with 13 and 12 respectively.  100% of the samples retested on Craig 
Ave. tested positive for coliform.  It should be noted that there was only 1 re-
sampled household.  Stevens Ave. and Captain Kennedy Rd. were next with 
33.3% and 25.0% respectively.  Of the 25 combined re-samples on Donald Rd. 
and Stevens Ave. that were re-tested, 28.0% tested positive for coliform twice.  
River rd. had 1 positive sample from the first test that was re-samples and did not 
test positive twice.  Captain Kennedy Rd. had 2 positive coliform samples out of 
the 8 re-samples.  St. Andrews Rd. had 1 positive sample out of the 6 re-
samples.  The percentage of positive coliform re-samples for both Captain 
Kennedy Rd. and St. Andrews Rd. was 25.0% and 16.7% respectively.  1 out of 
5 (20%) of the re-samples on Fial Cres. tested positive for coliform.  Mclennan 
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Rd. had 1 positive sample out of 6 re-samples (16.7%) test positive for coliform 
and/or E.coli.   
 
Craig Ave., Donald Rd., Stevens Ave., Captain Kennedy Rd. and Mclennan Rd. 
all have at least 1 positive sample with coliform traces exceeding 5 MPN/100ml.  
Stevens Ave.  The majority of the positive coliform re-samples had coliform levels 
that did not exceed 4 MPN/100ml.   
 
Only 13 of the 52 re-samples tested positive for traces of coliform re-tested.  
Again a significant proportion of these positive samples (76%) were located east 
of Main St.  It is quite difficult to determine a pattern or spatial relationship with 
the failed re-samples.  There appears to be only 2 clusters of failed re-samples.  
On Craig Ave. and River Rd. there were very few positive coliform samples.  The 
ones that did test positive for coliform were located great distances from one 
another.  There is a minor cluster on Stevens Ave. as both 53 and 55 tested 
positive twice and are located beside one another.  Captain Kennedy Rd. 
showed another small cluster from households 66-71.  It is interesting to note 
that the largest clusters of positive coliform re-samples were located again within 
close proximity to the Red River.   
 
 
6.0 CONCLUSION 

Safe drinking water is of great concern everywhere, and the municipalities in the 
Selkirk District have good quality water, with the exception of some areas of spot 
contamination.   
 
Failed septic systems have often been a contributor to groundwater 
contamination.  The improper construction or lack of maintenance of private 
sewage systems could directly contaminate near-surface aquifers, or even 
deeper aquifers if the contaminants make it to soils that are course, or bedrock 
near or at the ground surface.  The frequent failure of these systems causes 
wastewater to pond and runoff into natural and constructed drains and 
waterways resulting in pollution, drainage, and groundwater contamination 
problems.  When the available potable water supplies become unusable, 
freshwater must be provided by other more expensive means such as private 
hauling, cisterns or municipal-piped systems.  
 
Fial Cres. is a small street with a total of 11 households.  There is a drainage 
ditch that runs north of the crescent.  Residents complained about the odor that 
is emitted from that ditch.  Perhaps the contents of this ditch are the reason why 
there was such a high percentage of positive coliform results in such a small 
area.  However, it should be noted that of the 5 original positive samples on Fial 
Cres., only 1 tested positive in the re-sample.  Frequent monitoring of areas with 
clustered positive coliform results such as Fial Cres. may be necessary to ensure 
that safe drinking exists for these households.      
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Several of the clusters of positive coliform and/or E.coli samples were located 
within close proximity of the Red River.  All ground water in the area flows from 
west to east towards the Red River.  These cluster failures contain households 
that are of similar age to each other as well as similar lots sizes.  A previous 
failed septic field systems study was conducted from 1988-1994 for the R.M. of 
St. Andrews and St. Clements and was shown on a hand colored map.  The 
streets sampled for well water testing were also previously monitored for septic 
system failure.  The streets that were sampled in this study were also sampled in 
the previous study.  The results are shown on a hand colored map that simply 
marks where positive tests occurred not levels of coliform.  However, even 
though this previous study was completed many years ago, some comparisons 
can be made with the recent study.     
 
Although the previous study is somewhat dated, there are some interesting 
parallels between the well water study and the septic system failure study.  There 
is an overwhelming cluster of failed septic systems on Fial Cres. as there was an 
overwhelming cluster of positive coliform samples from the first test of the well 
water study.  Captain Kennedy Rd. had a cluster of septic system failures at 
opposite ends of the street.  There is a cluster near the Red River and another 
cluster near Main St.  Similar to the previous study, there is a small cluster of 
positive coliform samples on Captain Kennedy Rd. around Main St.  In the recent 
study, Craig Ave. had very few positive coliform and/or E.coli failures.  This may 
be attributed to the fact that the previous study found very few septic system 
failures along Craig Ave. from 1988-1994.  Donald Rd. had very few septic 
system failures in relation to the number of houses on the street.  There were far 
more positive coliform and/or E.coli samples than septic system failures on this 
street.  There is no apparent spatial relationship between the two studies.  
However, a majority of both studies results were concentrated near the Red 
River.  Mclennan Rd. had several failed septic systems, but only produced 2 
positive coliform samples in the first test.  Perhaps a majority of these septic 
systems have since been replaced.  River Rd. (the part that was sampled for the 
well water study) showed no failed septic systems from 1988-1994.  Only 1 home 
tested positive for coliform and/or E.coli in the recent well water study.  There 
appear to be many similarities between the well water study and the septic 
system failure study along St. Andrews Rd.  An overwhelming majority of the 
results for both studies were concentrated east of Main St., within close proximity 
of the Red River.  Stevens Ave. showed failed septic systems throughout the 
street with very little concentration or correlation to the well water study.  There 
was a minor cluster of failed septic systems near River Rd., which resembles the 
major cluster of positive coliform and/or E.coli samples along Stevens Ave. near 
River Rd. 
 
Although it is difficult to draw any major conclusions between the two studies, it is 
quite evident that some interesting parallels exist.  A majority of the streets that 
had concentrated positive coliform and/or E.coli samples also had concentrated 
septic system failures in the same areas.  It may be concluded that these failed 
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septic systems in concentrated areas have led to concentrated positive coliform 
and/or E.coli areas.  If sewer and water systems are to be considered in the near 
future, the clustered areas with positive coliform samples that are located near 
the Red River should be given priority.  
 
Roughly 14% of the entire sample area tested positive for coliform and/or E.coli 
in the first sample test.  26% of the samples that failed the first time tested 
positive for coliform and/or E.coli twice.  If the second sample test is used as the 
basis for results, then roughly 3.5% of the entire sample area tested positive for 
coliform and/or E.coli.  Although this number is not a large figure, careful 
consideration should be taken in to addressing areas that have high 
contamination levels.  The first test was conducted between June 13th and June 
26th.  The second test was not conducted until July 6th.  A possible conclusion as 
to why so few samples tested positive twice is the extraordinary lack of 
precipitation for this summer.  In that 2-3 week period of time, 0 rainfall took 
place and thus may have impacted the second sample results.    
 
Only the samples that tested positive twice were considered failures.  Each of the 
13 households that failed twice were sent a notice in the mail.  This notice 
informed the resident that their well water was sampled twice and both of the 
results tested positive for coliform and/or E.coli.  Information was supplied for the 
residents to contact their local public health inspector.   
 
As densities increase, so does the demand on the groundwater supply in an 
area, and the greater the number of wells drilled, the greater the chance that 
groundwater could become contaminated at some point.  With more rural 
residences typically there are a greater number of septic fields.  Septic failures 
could have a significant impact on both the ground and surface water.  As this 
study has shown, there appears to be more households with higher levels of 
coliform and/or E.coli in the more densely populated areas of the municipality.  
These areas also are located within close proximity to the Red River and are 
located east of Main St.  These areas are also comprised of long, narrow 
properties with short setbacks and have wells that are located within close 
proximity of septic fields.  Once again, the question of sewage treatment and 
disposal methods must be considered.   
 
 
 
7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS  

The continued safety of the water supply is of importance to the municipalities 
and, given the physiological characteristics of the region, policies should be  
designed in such a way as to assist in its protection.  The following are 
suggested:   
 

- Appropriate septic field construction guidelines should be taken into 
consideration for the construction of a new field. 
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- A resident who reports a failed septic system should have a mandatory 

well water sample test.  Surrounding neighbors of the resident should also 
conduct a sample test.  All results should be submitted to the R.M. of St. 
Andrews. 

 
- Septic fields that continuously fail and that are potentially causing nearby 

contamination should be ordered for reconstruction.   
 
- The ditch on the north side of Fial Cres. should be tested for contaminated 

water.  A comparative test should also be taken from the ditch on the west 
side of Main St.  If there is in fact contaminated water, the source of 
contamination could be pinpointed to either livestock operations from west 
of Main St. or the surrounding households septic systems.     

 
- The 13 households that tested positive twice for coliform and/or E.coli 

should submit annual well water test results to the R.M. of St. Andrews.  
This will help council to see if the levels of coliform and/or E.coli are 
increasing, decreasing or staying the same.   

 
- Well water tests should be conducted annually at different times of the 

year.  A spring test may produce different results than a summer test.  A 
wet year may produce results that differ from a dry year.     

 
- Sewer and water systems should be considered for the positive clustered 

sample areas that are located near the Red River/ east of Main St.  In 
particular, where there was a concentration of failed septic systems from 
1988-1994 and a comparative concentration of positive coliform and/or 
E.coli water samples in 2006.    

 
- Wells should be constructed in a manner that would control discharge.   

 
- Septic fields are not recommended within more densely populated Rural 

Settlement Centres.   
o Lot sizes within the sampled area may not be generally conducive 

for septic fields.  
 

- Soil analysis needs to be undertaken to determine if a new septic field will 
work within the soil conditions present. 

 
- Environmental regulation, monitoring and enforcement are recommended 

as all of the following are potential sources for groundwater pollution: 
o Livestock operations;  
o The use of pesticides in agriculture;  
o Individual septic fields where there are reports of failure;   
o Underground petroleum storage tanks. 
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Failed Septic Systems from 1988 – 1994 (Craig Ave. and Fial Cres.) 
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Failed Septic Systems from 1988 – 1994 (Captain Kennedy Rd.) 
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Failed Septic Systems from 1988 – 1994 (Stevens Ave. and River Rd.) 
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1.      Selkirk Bus Depot (Main and Dufferin)--------------- 0 minutes
2.     Main & Clandeboye Avenue (Petro Station)
3.      Main & Christie Avenue (in front of the CIBC)
4.     Main & Vaughan (MarketPlace)
5.     Main & Pacific                                                           
         ------------------------------------------------------------------ 5 minutes
6.     Main & Sinclair (at bus stop)
7.     Main & Strathnaver
8.     Main & Moody
9.     Main & Manchester (at 7-11)
10.   Main & the Manitoba Rolling Mills Gate
11.    #9 & Sunnyside
12.   #9 & at the Church
13.   #9 & Copelands (Lot 13)                                         10 minutes
14.   #9 & Calder Road
15.   #9 & Craig
16.   #9 & McKenzie Road
17.   #9 & The Selkirk ByPass Junction
18.   #9 & River Road (Selkirk)
19.   #9 & Stonewall Road (at Hwy #67)
20.   #9 & The Lower Fort Garry Sign
21.   #9 & in front of the United Church

Lockport ZONE
22.   #9 & Little Britain Road
23.   #9 & River Road
24.   5829 Main Street (at the Shack)
25.   #9 & Lyall Road
26.   #9 & the end of the Divided Hwy (5787-9 Main Street)
27.   #44 & skinner’s Wet & Wild (at stop sign)
         (Loop Only)
28.   #9 & Steven’s Road (Baron’s Meats)                      15 minutes
29.   #9 & Mirey Creek Road North
30.   #9 & Mirey Creek Road South
31.   #9 & Donald Road
32.   #9 & Goldstone Road (across from Trailer Park)
33.   #9 & Hay Avenue
34.   #9 & Praznik’s
35.   #9 & Hazel

St.Andrews ZONE
36.   #9 at St. Andrew’s Road (at store)
37.   #9 & Capri
38.   #9 & Gusnowsky
39.   #9 & Lot 55 (at Shack)
40.   #9 & Liss Road
41.   #9 & Jorheim                                                             
         ------------------------------------------------------------------ 20 minutes
42.   #9 & Lot 44 (at Tocholke)
43.   #9 & McLennon Road
44.   #9 & Neltner Road
45.   #9 & Parkton Road (Mitchell Bay)
46.   #9 & St. Andrew’s (on the Red)
47.   #9 & Parkdale
         (at Junction 27 to St. Andrew’s Airport)
48.   #9 & Antonia Drive
49.   #9 & Parish Bay

Riverside ZONE
50.    #9 & Parks Creek (at the Parish Farms)                25 minutes
51.   #9 & Miller Road
52.    #9 & Jackman Road
53.   #9 & Willis Road (at Cemetery)
54.   #9 & Allenford Drive (at the lights)
55.   #9 & Masters Avenue (St. Benedicts priory)
56.   #9 & Lister Rapids

Middlechurch ZONE
57.   #9 & Candle Antiques Store                                     
         
         ------------------------------------------------------------------ 30 minutes
58.   #9 & Minnehaha Avenue (at lights)
59.   #9 & Hiawatha Avenue
60.   #9 & Grassmere Avenue (at lights)
61.   #9 & Nye
62.   Main & Riverglen Crescent (at lights)
63.   Main & Rossmore
64.   Main & The Northgate Trailer Park
65.   Main & Red River Blvd. (at lights)
66.   Main & Park Manor (at Tempo Station)
67.   Main & Foley (at New Bridge)

Winnipeg ZONE
68.   Main & Seaforth                                                      35 minutes
69.   Main & Margaret
70.   Main & The Kildonan Park Gate
71.   Main & Leila
72.   Main & Royal (at McDonald’s)
73.   Main & Semple (at Domo)
74.   Main & Hartford
75.   Main & Jefferson Avenue (at Shopping Mall)
76.    Main & McAdam (at Perth’s)
77.   Main & Inkster (Extra Foods/Safeway)                   40 minutes
78.    Main & Catherdral
79.    Main & Church
80.   Main & Mountain
81.   Main & Redwood                                                    45 minutes
82.    Main & Magnus
83.   Main & Selkirk
84.    Main & Dufferin
85.    Main & Henry
86.   Main & William (at City Hall)
87.    Main & McDermot
88.   Main & Lombard                                                     50 minutes
89.    Portage & Garry
90.   Portage & Donald (across from new arena site)
91.    Portage & Carlton
92.   Portage & Edmonton
93.   Portage & Colony (at Bay)
94.   Winnipeg Bus Depot                                                 
         ------------------------------------------------------------------ 55 minutes

NORTHBOUND
STOP #                                                   TIMING
Winnipeg ZONE                                      
1.     Winnipeg Bus Depot                                               0 minutes
2.      Portage & Vaughan (at northwest corner)
3.      Vaughan & Graham (front of Bay doors)
4.      Graham & Edmonton (RWB Stn.)
5.     Graham (between Hargrave and Donald)               5 minutes
6.     Graham & Fort Street
7.     Main & Pioneer
8.     Main & McDermot
9.     Main & James Street (at Concert Hall)                   10 minutes
10.   Main & Higgins
11.    Main & Euclid (at California Fruits)
12.    Main & Selkirk
13.    Main & Burrows
14.   Main & Redwood (north side)                                 15 minutes
15.   Main & Mountain
16.    Main & Church
17.    Main & Cathedral
18.    Main & Inkster (Extra Foods/Safeway)                   20 minutes
19.    Main & McAdam (across from Perth’s)
20.    Main & Seven Oak’s
21.   Main & Hartford
22.    Main & Royal (at McDonald’s)
23.    Main & The Kildonan Park Gate
24.    Main & Templeton
25.    Main & Seaforth

Middlechurch ZONE
26.    Main & Foley (after Kildonan Corridor Bridge)        25 minutes
27.    Main & Park Manor Blvd.
28.    Main & Red River Blvd (at lights)
29.    Main & The Northgate Trailer Park
30.    Main & Rossmore
31.   Main & Riverglen Crescent (before the Perimeter)
32.    #9 & Nye
33.    #9 & Grassmere Road 9 (at lights)                         30 minutes
34.    #9 & Balderstone
35.    #9 & Hiawatha Avenue
36.    #9 & Minnehaha (at lights)
37.    #9 & Candle Antique Store

Riverside ZONE
38.    #9 & Lister Rapids
39.    #9 & Masters Avenue (St. Benedict’s Priory)
40.    #9 & Allenford Drive (at lights)
41.   #9 & Willis Road (at cemetery)
42.    #9 & Jackman Road
43.   #9 & Miller Road
44.    #9 & Parks Creek (at the Parish Farms)                35 minutes

St. Andrew’s ZONE
45.   #9 & Parish Bay
46.    #9 & Antonia Drive
47.    #9 & Parkdale at Junction 27 to St. Andrew’s Airport
48.    #9 & St. Andrew’s on the Red
49.    #9 & Parkton Road (Mitchell Bay)
50.   #9 & Neltner Drive
51.   #9 & McLennon Road
52.   #9 & Lot 44 (at Tocholke)
53.    #9 & Jorheim
54.   #9 & Liss Road
55.    #9 & Lot 55 (at the Shack)
56.    #9 & Gusnowsky
57.    #9 & Miles Place
58.    #9 & St. Andrew’s Road (at store)                          40 minutes

Lockport ZONE
59.    #9 & Captain Kennedy
60.    #9 & Praznik’s
61.    #9 & Hay Avenue
62.    #9 & Goldstone Road (at trailer park)
63.    #9 & Donald Road
64.    #9 & Mirey Creek Road South
65.    #9 & Mirey Creek Road North
66.    #9 & Steven’s (at Baron’s Meats)                           45 minutes
67.    #44 & Skinner’s Wet & Wild (Loop only)
68.    #9 & at the end of the Divided Highway
69.    #9 & Lyall Road
70.    #9 & 5829 Main Street (at the Shack)
71.    #9 & River Road (Lockport)
72.    #9 & Little Britain Road (at the Shack)

Selkirk ZONE
73.    #9 & in front of The United Church
74.    #9 & The Lower Fort Garry Entrance
75.    #9 & Stonewall Road (at Hwy 67)
76.   #9 & River Road (Selkirk)
77.    #9 & The Selkirk ByPass (near mailboxes)
78.    #9 & McKenzie Road
79.    #9 & Craig
80.    #9 & Calder Road
81.    #9 & Copelands (at Lot 13)
82.    #9 & at the Church (at the cemetery)
83.    #9 & Sunnyside
84.    #9 & Pruden Avenue
85.    Main & The Manitoba Rolling Mills Gate                50 minutes
86.    Main & Manchester (at 7-11)
87.    Main & Moody
88.    Main & Strathnaver
89.    Main & Dorchester
90.    Main & Pacific
91.    Main & Vaughan (at MarketPlace)
92.    Main & Eaton (at Saan Store)
93.    Main & Manitoba (at Bank of Montreal)
94.    Eveline & Superior (at Legion)
95.    Eveline & Dufferin (retirement home)
96.    SELKIRK BUS DEPOT AT                                     55 minutes
         MAIN STREET & DUFFERIN AVENUE



SELKIRK BUS SCHEDULE
460 MAIN STREET SELKIRK, MB  Selkirk Phone: 482-3416 • Winnipeg Phone: 989-7007

Effective June 30, 2003

FARES
TOP FIGURES: One-way tickets
BOTTOM FIGURES: Return tickets (good for 30 days)

AGES:
· 4 years & under free (1 child per accompanying adult)
· 5 to 11 years - 1/2 fare
· 12 years & up - full fare

BLIND CARD: 1/2 fare if alone, 2 for 1 with an escort

TOP FIGURES: 
ADULT COMMUTER BOOKS
(20 TICKETS/BOOK, VALID FOR 6 MONTHS)

BOTTOM FIGURES: 
STUDENT COMMUTER BOOKS
(20 TICKETS/BOOK) 
VALID FOR 6 MONTHS OR END OF JUNE OF SAME SCHOOL YEAR
(A valid student card MUST be shown when purchasing commuter books 
from driver)

From/To               Middlechurch Riverside    St.Andrews   Lockport      Selkirk
Winnipeg             46.00                54.00           62.00              70.00            78.00
                            42.00                49.00           56.00              63.00            70.00
MiddleChurch                              40.00           48.00              56.00            64.00
                                                     36.00           43.00              51.00            58.00
Riverside                                                           40.00              48.00            56.00
                                                                          36.00              43.00            51.00
St. Andrews                                                                             40.00            48.00
                                                                                                 36.00            43.00
Lockport                                                                                                         40.00
                                                                                                                       36.00
Selkirk                                                                                                            32.00
                                                                                                                        29.00

WEEKDAYS                           SATURDAY                         SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
Leave Selkirk    Leave Winnipeg           Leave Selkirk    Leave Winnipeg          Leave Selkirk   Leave Winnipeg  
  6:15am            L 7:05am                      6:45am             L 7:30am                     L 7:50am          L 9:00am
L 7:00am           L 8:00am                      L 8:30am          L 9:30am                     L 11:00am        L 12:00pm
  7:30am            L 10:00am                    L 11:00am        L 12:00am                   L 2:00pm          L 3:00pm
  8:00am            L 1:00pm                      L 2:00pm          L 3:00pm                     L 5:00pm          L 6:00pm
L 9:30am           L 2:30pm                      L 4:30pm          L 5:30pm                     L 8:00pm          L 9:00pm
L 11:30am           3:30pm                       L 6:30pm          L 7:30pm                     
L 2:30am           L 4:15pm                      L 10:00pm        L 11:00pm
  3:30pm              4:45pm                                                                                    
  4:30pm              5:30pm
L 6:00pm           L 7:00pm
L 9:00pm           L 10:00pm

From/To             Middlechurch   Riverside    St.Andrews   Lockport    Selkirk
Winnipeg           3.25                   3.75              4.25                4.75            5.25
                           6.00                   7.00              8.00                9.00            10.00
MiddleChurch                              2.75              3.25                3.75            4.25
                                                      5.00              6.00                7.00            8.00
Riverside                                                           2.75                3.25            3.75
                                                                           5.00                6.00            7.00
St. Andrews                                                                             2.75            3.25
                                                                                                  5.00            6.00
Lockport                                                                                                       2.75
                                                                                                                      5.00
Selkirk                                                                                                          2.25
                                                                                                                      4.00

Tickets may be purchased from: 1. the Driver  2. Selkirk Bus Depot  3. Winnipeg Bus Depot (Greyhound ticket counter)
Save money with purchase of a return ticket which is good for 30 days.

FREQUENT RIDERS can save money with COMMUTER BOOKS which are valid for 6 months.
In SELKIRK, the bus departs from the Selkirk Bus Depot (Main & Dufferin Ave.)

In WINNIPEG, the bus departs from the Winnipeg Bus Depot (Stall #8).
Travel time from depot to depot is approximately 55 MINUTES.

No bicycles on the bus. No Smoking allowed on the bus. Consuming alcohol on the bus is strictly forbidden.
VISA, Mastercard & Interac accepted at the Selkirk Office.

· Trips marked “L” operate what is commonly described 
as the Lockport Loop. (1 block west of Lockport 
Bridge bypassing Wet n’Wild Water Slides). SEE MAP.

· HOLIDAYS OPERATE ON A SUNDAY SCHEDULE



L L L L L
L L L L L

L L L L L L
L L L L L
L L L
L L L L •Trips marked "L" operate what is commonly

described as the Lockport Loop. (1 block west of
Lockport Bridge bypassing Wet 'n Wild Waterslides)

L L SEE MAP.
L L •HOLIDAYS OPERATE ON A SUNDAY SCHEDULE

REGULAR FARES - EFFECTIVE AUGUST 29TH, 2005. ALL PRICES INCLUDE G.S.T.

4.00 4.50 5.00 5.50 6.00 one way
7.00 8.00 9.00 10.00 11.00 return

3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 one way
6.00 7.00 8.00 9.00 return

3.50 4.00 4.50 one way
6.00 7.00 8.00 return

3.50 4.00 one way
6.00 7.00 return

3.50 one way
6.00 return
2.50 one way
4.00 return

COMMUTER BOOK FARES - EFFECTIVE AUGUST 29TH, 2005. ALL PRICES INCLUDE G.S.T.

57.00 65.00 73.00 81.00 89.00 adult
51.00 58.00 65.00 72.00 79.00 student

49.00 57.00 65.00 73.00 adult
44.00 51.00 58.00 65.00 student

49.00 57.00 65.00 adult
44.00 51.00 58.00 student

49.00 57.00 adult
44.00 51.00 student

49.00 adult
44.00 student
38.00 adult
34.00 student

Lockport

Selkirk

St. Andrews

Riverside

Middle Church

Winnipeg

Middle Church Riverside St. Andrews Lockport Selkirk

Selkirk

Lockport

St. Andrews

Riverside

Riverside St. Andrews

Middle Church

Winnipeg

Lockport Selkirk

6:00 PM 7:00 PM
9:00 PM 10:00 PM

Middle Church

3:30 PM 4:45 PM
4:30 PM 5:30 PM

2:30 PM 4:15 PM 9:00 PM 10:00 PM
11:30 AM 3:30 PM 6:30 PM 7:30 PM

8:00 PM 9:00 PM
8:00 AM 1:00 PM
9:30 AM 2:30 PM 4:30 PM 5:30 PM

2:00 PM 3:00 PM

11:00 AM 12:00 PM
2:00 PM 3:00 PM
5:00 PM 6:00 PM

7:30 AM 10:00 AM 11:00 AM 12:00 PM
7:00 AM 8:00 AM 7:50 AM 9:00 AM

7:50 AM 9:00 AM
Leave Selkirk Leave Winnipeg

6:15 AM 7:05 AM   

Leave Selkirk Leave Winnipeg

VISA, Mastercard & Interac accepted at the Selkirk Office.

WEEKDAYS SATURDAY SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
Leave Selkirk Leave Winnipeg

In SELKIRK, the bus departs from the Selkirk Bus Depot (Main & Dufferin Ave.)
In WINNIPEG, the bus departs from the Winnipeg Bus Depot (Stall #8)

Travel time from depot to depot is approximately 55 MINUTES.
No bicycles on the bus. No smoking allowed on the bus. Consuming alcohol on the bus is strictly forbidden.

460 Main Street • Selkirk, MB  • Selkirk Phone: 482-3416 • Winnipeg Phone: 989-7007

Tickets may be purchased from: 1.  The driver 2. Selkirk Bus Depot 3. Winnipeg Bus Depot (Greyhound ticket counter)
Save money with purchase of a return ticket which is good for 30 days.

FREQUENT RIDERS can save money with COMMUTER BOOKS which are valid for 6 months.



EFFECTIVE JUNE 30TH, 2008 
TOP FIGURES  ONE-WAY TICKETS  4 & Under FREE (1 per accompanying adult) 
       5 to 11  1/2 FARE   BLIND CARD: 1/2 fare if alone, 2 for 1 with an escort 
       12 & Up FULL FARE 

BOTTOM FIGURES RETURN TICKETS        TOP FIGURES: ADULT COMMUTER BOOKS 
   (Good for 30 days)         (20 Tickets/Book, Valid for 6 Months) 
 
             BOTTOM FIGURES: STUDENT COMMUTER BOOKS 

(20 Tickets/Book) Valid for 6 Months. (A valid student card must be 
shown when purchasing Commuter Books from the Driver) 
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5.00 

 
9.00 

 
5.50 

 
10.00 

 
6.00 

 
11.00 

 
6.50 

 
12.00 

 
7.00 

 
13.00 

 
 

WINNIPEG 

 
80.00 

 
70.00 

 
88.00 

 
77.00 

 
96.00 

 
84.00 

 
104.00 

 
91.00 

 
112.00 

 
98.00 

 
 

MIDDLECHURCH 

  
4.50 

 
8.00 

 
5.00 

 
9.00 

 
5.50 

 
10.00 

 
6.00 

 
11.00 

 
 

MIDDLECHURCH 

  
72.00 

 
63.00 

 
80.00 
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96.00 

 
84.00 

 
 

RIVERSIDE 
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5.50 
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RIVERSIDE 
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ST. ANDREWS 
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ST. ANDREWS 

    
72.00 

 
63.00 
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LOCKPORT 

     
4.50 

 
8.00 

 
 

LOCKPORT 

     
72.00 

 
63.00 

 
 

SELKIRK 

     
3.50 

 
6.00 

 
 

SELKIRK 

     
56.00 

 
49.00 

ALL OF THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE G.S.T. 




